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The Divine Light 'SOUNDS 0-F_ BL_ACK-NESS' 
FACI.NG H_ARD TIMES 
r. , , 
·i-'."", 
·-:::, ,.,;,.-- . . 
SATQURU MAHARAJ ,i 
·· · <:.lJf.Tom-Threlkeld '· years old,. this God-energy 
:\!,Wbei'.the world needs reportedly entered the soul of 
;~~ Jq{d. will.~me. this ln<fian child, tel~ him that 
w· t~iit ,..,!3,~ ~eeds. it'was he, his body, that He had 
~  Ufrd bas chosen to use as a material home 
, ·. -f~--a~a·. B·e· ~ii ·giving in"'"oider 'to reach us· ·material 
· . .. . t~ people." people on our material level, 
;_. ;. . .last week, devotees or' seeing as we could not reach up 
· ... ~ .. (Tr:uth Leader) Maharaj to His level to receive the Light. 
.-J1.. . · g· of Kings), a 15-year old Thus, the same energy t!J.at wa_s 
·~-.".-Per(ect Master", began in Krishna and Christ has, they 
,sp:i'eading word of this argue, manifested itself in the 
Knowledge to Ithaca and Cornell body of this previously normal. 
students in discussions entitled Asian child. 
' ' S a t s a n g s ' ' ( T r u t h Why has he chosen this time, 
Cpmmunication). An Indian this person, to bring the 
woman ·named Rheka and Knqwledge to us? For, the 
sei:reral other IOUO\Yt:I"S eXpJal.Ileel guru's followers say, we have 
for_ the students wlto Maharaj Ji _!Cached the top of our 
is ~d what .this Knowl~dge is. _ n1 .. L ... 1 .f 11 1 k n o w 1 e Cl g e 
They explainea that Maharaj and if we go any turther we ·will 
Ji_ is a "perfect master" as were "destroy ourselves". This is why, 
Buddha;Krishna and Jesµs. Each they claim, He has come to give 
one of these religious figures us, any and all of. us, the 
were merely human housing for Knowledge of His being, so that 
the spirit, the power which is we all may have the chance to 
normally, "materially" refeued save ourselves by putting our 
nr as God. However, these "feet on the path" to this "great 
peopie conceive of God as a Knowledge" which is eternal and 
"primordial energy..'.' from wbich assures all possessors of the 
every~hing · has. come from and Knowledge eternal existence, 
wj.Jl )"etum to. This "energy" is eternal life. When he was in 
in everything· that exists, they Krishna, only one disciple, 
~ert, and it is Maharaj Ji.who Arjuna, received this Knowledge. 
h o _l d s t h e . k ·e y , t h e When He was in Christ, only 
Knbwledge,forthis"energy". twelve men received the 
· .When: M~j Ji Was 7 1/2 Continued on page 3 
··., .. ~- ·_ .. ~ .-
e·y Sheldon Julius 
"Rock _music today, whether 
by the Rolling Stqnes, Curtis 
Mayfield or the Jefferson 
Airplane can trace most of its 
form and content to the rhythm 
and blues music that was bQrn 
and bred exclusively by the. 
black m(ln during the first half 
of tht, century.,, 
~Jeffrey.·E. rmch · Agr. •73 
WVBR Disk Jockey 
On Friday, February 1, 1973 
Black Radio Ithaca (BRI) held a 
rally at Willard Straight Hall to 
protest the cutting of air time 
from the Sounds of Blackness 
radio show at WVBR. The rally 
took the form of a trial, with the 
defendant being Glen Schiller, 
the sophomore program director 
ofWVBR.-
Drop in Ratings 
WVBR had given the Sounds 
of Blackness 12½ hours of air 
time to bring to the listening 
audience music which was 
primarily from Black artists and 
informative to the community. 
When WVBR's rating went 
down, program director Schiller 
said it was due to the Wednesday 
Sounds of Blackness show which 
was heard from 10 p.m.- 1 a.m. 
To please the rating seekers, 
Schiller immediately took the 
Sounds of Blackness Wednesday 
show off the air and replaced it 
with progressive rock (which is 
what the general format of 
WVBR is). 
According to BRI, Schiller 
system. No changes were to take 
r,ad_iitg S Al d place until the Fall of 1973. Ystem tere During registration for th~s 
_ semester, the Faculty Council 
Yehuda M~el Ben-Tzvi 
~e q1.1~on of grades again 
Provoked controversy this week. 
Tuesday_ night, the Faculty 
C,ouncil, . -with · only three 
dissen~rs, voted to reinstate 
plilsses and minuses to the letter 
grade option. Until this week, 
students had a· choice of. a 
pass/fail option or an A,B,C, or 
-~ot., for Transcript option. This 
~~~ ~ge will effect only 
,tlj.i{l~tter grade-plan: The grades 
-~- ~ain. ~.,,-B, C, NFT, with 
' .. .. ~ . 
,• . I I 
........ ' . 
... , .. 
··-..:. 
the addition of pluses and 
minuses. 
The- straight letter grade 
system came under attack by 
both students and faculty last 
semester. Opposition to the then 
existing system was spearheaded 
by William Scoones, Chairman 
of the Ithaca College Faculty 
Council and Student Body 
President Greg Davis. Last 
semester, after a series of 
motions in the Faculty Council, 
. the . resolution . passed by the 
Council was to review the old 
distributed a questionnaire to 
polJ student opinion on 
proposals to change the then 
existing grading system. On 
January 24th, the same 
questionnaire was distributed· to 
all faculty members. 
Large Number of Responses 
A large number of responses 
were garnered. 1224 students 
and 198 faculty answered the 
poll. On the question of adding 
pluses and minuses, the majority 
was overwhelming. 84% of the 
students and 77% of the faculty 
favored the additions. Under 
;,,. 
doesn't seem to realize that all 
of Ithaca isn't enthused with 
progressive rock. There are, 
indeed, other forms of music 
that are enjoyable to the 
listening audience. Currently, 
since the · cutting of the 
Wednesday Sounds of Bl,.ckness 
show, WVl3R has 9¾ hours of 
black programmµts a. w~ek- out 
of a total broadcast time<-of 168 
hours per week. This, · Black 
Radio Ithac!l maintains, is an 
insufficient amount of time in 
which to bring the community 
the total Black Experience. 
Also, it should be understood 
that the rally was indirectly a 
protest against WICB. The Black 
Affairs Department of WICB has 
constantly had similar trouble in 
terms oJ losing broadcast hours. 
In the beginning of the 
semester WICB had allotted 13 
hours to black programming. 
When the football season came, 
WICB broadcasted the games 
and black programming was 
preempted. When football 
season was over, black 
programming was not reinstated, 
but instead, a country show was 
given the time slot along with 
another specialty show. A 
specialty show is a show which is 
not considered by Towle 
Tompkins, the WICB-FM 
program director, to be ''Middle 
of the Road". Middle of the 
road is the kind of music that 
one hears on W ABC-AM in New 
York. 
normal procedure, these findings 
would go to the Educational 
Policies Committee for study, 
but due to __ th_e ID3!~n of the 
vote, the Fa(,ulty Council voted 
to implement this proposal 
immediately. 
Several other proposals were 
listed on the questionnaire. The 
first of these- whether students 
were satisfied with the present 
grading system- resulted in 80% 
of those polled voting 
negatively. The same percentage 
of faculty responded similarly. 
The addition of the1D grade to 
the present system was the next 
question considered. Here the 
results were less pronounced. 
. 62% of the students and 60% of 
Management's Reasoning 
Questioned 
Thus black programming was 
reduced to 8 hours and 45 
minutes. These hours were 
spread over two days, Saturday 
and Sunday. After the Xmas 
vacation, Towle Tompkins told 
tne Black Affairs Department of 
W.IC.B that aU black 
programming· would be on 
Sunday from 7 a.m, to 2 p.m:, it" 
total of seven hours a week. The 
reasoning for this was that he 
had 2 Middle of the Road jocks 
that he felt should be on the air. 
It has been the understanding of 
the Black Affairs Department 
that weekends were for specialty 
shows. Black Radio Ithaca is still 
wondering "'.7hY MOR is a 
specialty show when the format 
of WICB_ during the week is 
-primarily MQR- progressive. 
Programming Extension Pending 
Pending now with the faculty 
is the idea of having WICB radio 
extend its hours from 2 a.m.- 7 
a.m. on Friday, Saturday and 
Sunday mornings. this proposal 
was initiated so as not to 
interfere with MOR 
programming during the week 
and existent specialty shows on 
the weekend. The outcome of 
the proposal is still being 
awaited. 
Black Radio Ithaca tries to 
bring to the community through 
the 3 st~tions that it broadcasts 
Continued on page 7 
the faculty were in favor of this 
proposal. On the question of 
adding the grades of D and F to 
the present grading system, 48% 
of the faculty and 75% of the 
students were against this 
proposal. It appears that the 
grade of NFT is preferable to F 
in the students' eyes. 
The last question dealt with 
the pass/NFT opt.ion. The 
question of retaining this option 
met with positive response as 
77% of the students and 66% of 
the faculty favored the proposal. 
These findings will be presented 
to the Educational Policies 
Committee for appraisal and will 
be acted upon no sooner than 
Fall of 1973. 
..,_.,.,.,....,,._...._,...,_. ,_,.,.,.,. "'"{~,r,, ,.,, · I ••¥\'JI'.,. ••• ~.,,.--r,_ , ·- .,.,_,.__. __ .,,..,. 
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Ithaca College has a computer 
center that effectively serves the 
needs of the community. The 
computer center is located in 
1 ob Hall past the Admission 
Office. In an interview with Mr, 
Gerry Buckland, Director of the 
Educational Data Processing 
Center, he spoke of some of the 
aspects and u·ses of the center. 
The value of the center is 
the business of the College, 48% 
on academic business and 2% on 
systems maintenance. Whate.ver 
happens to be most important at 
a particular time receives the 
most attention. From noon to 
1:00 P.M. and 3:00 - 3:15 P.M. 
as well as the evenings after five 
the center is open to faculty and 
student projects. 
The faculty's uses for the 
80 column cards in· one minute. 
It reads out 1,250 lines of 
information of 132 characters 
per line in one minute. Donna 
Bergmark, an instructor and 
doctoral candidate in Computer 
Science has designed a "IO 
statement incore compiler" 
which enables the machine to 
compile and execute one job. 
This, in itself, is a noteworthy 
Photo by Walter Leiding 
placed ~omewhere 1n the 
neighborhood of S750,000. But 
with a grant from RCA Ithaca 
College acquired the c~nter at 
55'Yo of the value Maintenance 
of the center costs the College 
$ I 8,000 per year. '_[his 1s paid m 
monthly installments as 
maintenance is on a monthly 
basis. 
The center employs fourteen 
people. T.hirteen of these are on 
a full time basis. The operat10ns 
segment runs the machines and 
the key punches. Systems 
analysis programmers design the 
programs. The Administration 
and Academic services are for 
the faculty and students. 
.On the average day the center 
works about 50% of the time on 
center arc act1v1ty maihng hsts 
and research. The ,tudents mav 
use the center for researci1 anil 
other projects. A cccss 1s gamed 
by submitting a program. Only 
authonzed per~onnel are allowed 
to operate the machmes. A 
manual for programmmg and 
operation 1s ava1lablc for fifty 
cents. All work 1s done on a 
first-come-first-serve bas)!,. 
The center itself 1s capable of 
handling almost anythmg. The 
IBM 2741 is now linked with the 
36065. ter1minal at Cornell. This 
facilitates larger projects with 
greater convenience than before 
when one would have to go to 
the Cornell campus to use the 
terminal. The center here has a 
computation capacity of I. 435 
Residential_· Life 
ach1e\ement linked with the 
center. 
The l·omputer center 1~ a 
valu.ibk a,set to the College. 
TherL' 1s .i great potential 111 
computer '>l0 1e11ce a~ 11 1s a 
rcl..1t1wly open t1eld. Student, 
here h.ivc progrdllllllL'd thmg, 
tro111 hlackJal·k decks to 
d1e1111,try JHOJel·ts In Mr. 
13uckl.ind', e,t1111,1t1on "all 
bu,1ne,s m.i 1or, ,hould take 
computer cou1se, ,is well as 
math and che1111stry ma1ors." 
The students have been ni"akmg 
good use of the center. As Mr. 
Buckland observed. ''I'm really 
pleased with the students' 
reaction. They're really domg 
great work." 
Application Deadline Nears 
By Ken Holcombe 
The Office of Residential Life 
has announced that several 
positions arc ava1lablc for 
1973-74. They include 
responsibilities as Resident 
Advisors, Student Advisors, 
House Assistants and Head 
Residents. 
Resident Advisors are needed 
for the Terraces at a salary of 
$675 per year. The positions are 
open only to Juniors and 
Seniors. Interested students 
must send a Jetter of application 
and qualifications to Box N. 
Terrace 5, Room 213. 
Additional mformation can be 
gotten from Lynn Lchrhaupt at 
X3300. 
In the Towers there are 
openings for Student Advisors 
for next year. The salary is$ 350 
per year. Applicat10ns are 
available from the Tower Area 
Director and Tower Head 
Residents. Additional 
information can be gotten from 
Arca Director GT. Spence at 
X3373 or X3370. 
By Ken Holco!llbe 
Student Congress of I.C. by a 
vote of I 3-21-7, voted down a 
motion Tuesday night which 
called for the suspension of any 
representative who misses two 
consecutive meetings of the 
body. 
The motion, recommended by 
the Governance Committee, 
originally called for the freezing 
of funds for any dorm or 
organization whose 
representative was suspended 
from Congress. That part of the 
motion was macie a separate 
motion which automatically 
fa i I e d w i t h t h e failure 
of the first. 
By-Laws "Shall Be Enforced" 
the By-Laws of the Student 
Body presently state that "A 
representative shall be present at 
all meetings and shall be allowed 
no absences unless excused." 
The By-Laws do not specifically 
state that a representative shall 
be suspended from Congress for 
unexcused absences. However, 
Chairman of the Congress Eliot 
Golub stated at Tuesday's 
meeting that the By-Laws "shall 
be enforced." 
Joe Marzano of the Acitvities 
Committee discussed further· 
details on a proposed "one-day 
workshop" for the members of 
Congress to be held at the Ithaca 
Women's Community Center on 
February 25. 
The workshop, which wil, 
include "discussing and-
brainstorming," will 
0
be held in 
order to "define the validity and 
purpose of the I.C. Student 
Congress as a functis:ming and 
responsible body, and to 
atk.npt to gain a sense of unity 
FRANKLY SPEAKING 
and cohesiveness a~o!'_g·:· · 
Congr"ess · mem'ber·s." 
The Activities Committee 
recom·mended that the 
workshop take place after 
consultation with Vice President 
of Student and Campus Affairs 
Gus Perialis and Coordinator of 
Student Activities Dave 
Knowlton. According to 
Marzano $35 from the .Congress 
budget will finance the 
workshop. 
Public Theater Variety Show 
Student Body President Greg 
Davis reported that several 
hundred books remain in the-old 
Student Government Office at 
the bottom of the West Tower. 
The books were kept there for 
the purpose of a book exchange 
originally initiated by the Free 
Bunch Federation. The exchange 
subsequently fell into the hands 
of Student Government. Davis 
s a i d t h a t t h e Executive 
Board of Congress does not 
know what to do with the books 
and asked for suggestions. 
Upon recommendation of the 
Acitivities Committee Congress 
approved the plans of the I.C. 
Public Theater to hold a 
fund-raising variety show in the 
near future. 
The variety show, to be held · · 
in the Union Cafeteria, will run 
for four days and include a night 
club. arrangement with • 
tablecloths and ·candles.. Tickets 
will be sold for one· dollar .in .. 
advance and at the door. The . 
theater group plans to audition· 
campus-wide for the 
performance which will run in 
two or three acts approximately 
two hours in length. 
l, •, Jl. ,;·_.;_, 
. ' . - ! ~. 
Phil Fn:1nlc;u:, ·-:· 
i: : 
I "ii 
'DlDNT I TELL t,-bU l,OUR BLIND DATE 
WAS (N nu:: WRESTI.IN'.3 TEAM?' 
... 
Ithaca Coll~-g~_:·· · 
. . ~ ' 
Ka·rate CIUb'. . . ·-~. '; 
:i' 
M,¢~ts 7:30 P~:·· .... ~ j·,.·· 
Tues.,· Wed-~~ and''Thurs~· . .> .•. ~ ... '·.· ,,.. ,r,. 
Wrestling room '·' 'l I: 
Ben' tight: Gy~ 
,,;;· 'l 
' ]Il ?i I I rt ,, .. , . 
~~~~~~~aalllll!I~~ ...... ~...-~-----------:-::-"':':~' "="':"=-::··-===-=-~·---·-·----··-----
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• lliCiSM & WHITE .CONSCIOUSNESS 
"'.lacism on CampUS-:-Or, Snow 
White Meets Little Black. 
Samb~" 
Part II-Concluding Ramblings 
blind to critical thinking and 
criticism, this is a good quote to 
bring to mind. 
Last time, we were discussing ' Consciousness .is very 
the jdea .that everything which import~nt to various ethnic 
happens to us happens be·cause groups. Particularly among 
of our color, or at least this blacks, we see a flood of 
belief among some people. "black-oriented" movies and 
Sometimes, of course, we are books. Much of it can be viewed 
simply victims of good old as -capitalizing on the new racial 
color-blind inhumanity. But consciousness. Movies like Shaft 
c o v er t r a c is m m us t b e and Blacula show that blacks can 
recognized in all of its forms. copy white trends quite well. 
Sometimes on the campus Unfortunately, white trends may 
certain ethnic jokes and stories not be all that desirable from a 
appear. These are often cruel practical point of view. Perhaps 
. and racist. But at the same time, black capitalists will soon be 
we· can become too critical of exploiting blacks as well as the 
some things, and we can white capitalists have. This is a 
overlook the wealth of valuable dubious sort of "equality." Of 
and humorous ethnic literature course, ethnic oriented dress 
which is part of our heritage. We styles, notably so-called "Afro" 
sometimes may not be able to hair styles and clothes, are part 
laugh at ourselves as much as we of this "consciousness" 
laugh at others. A line from the movement. Such material 
play "A RAISIN IN THE SUN," trappings do not bring one much 
goes something like this-"Even closer to "Mother Afri..:a" wlll're 
the NAACP takes a break once most A fro-A mencans would 
1n a while." When we start probably fed quite uneasy. 
thinking too seriously about ConsciousnL•ss comL'' from 
anything so that we become within, and although it is r111e to 
"elChibit" one's consciousness, 
one can also be fooled into 
another old-fashioned fashion 
rip-off. One's money could be 
used to further the cause in 
better ways. We should beware 
of people capitalizing on our 
consciousness, whatever our 
color, religion, or ethnic 
background. 
To say one is not prejudiced is 
rather foolish in America, for 
this is self-deception in most 
cases. Racism may rear its ugly, 
head at rather unexpected times,, 
and places. Indeed, as Kenneth 
Cloke has said, "To be 
color-blind in a racist 
environment is simply to ignore 
the problem." 
0 n c way to ignore the 
problem, is to divorce ourselves 
from it. College is a good place 
to do so .. Wl11te students would 
probably not m1~s the 
experience. knowil'dge. culture. 
,ind prc~cn..:c or hl,1ci--, and 
Latin~ l>ll G1111pu, . .i~ m,111y t1y 
lo t1y to l!_.!Jlllll' lhL'II prL'SL'llCL' 
now I he I 01' ( I duc.1l1l111,il 
Opporlu111ly 1'1ogi.11nt IH!lll,!' 
h la..:!--~. Puerto R1..:a11~ Lalin,. 
whites, and other students to 
campus who are from different 
backgrounds than most IC 
students. Just how much IC will 
be a lily-white predominantly 
upper class college depends a 
great deal on this important and 
often misunderstood program. 
I would like to conclude with 
a very hypothetical situation 
from The Little White Book On 
Race. It should help to point out 
some of the points made 
previously concerning our race 
consciousness. See if your 
decision to this problem is based 
on "racial" values . 
Two jets are preparing to take 
off. You are in the control tower 
and have received word that a 
homb rn i g h t he planted 
aboard one of the planes. You 
can warn only one plane in time. 
One 1~ a plane of predominantly 
or all black passengers. the other 
predom1nantly or all white. 
Which do you notify. 1.e., try to 
\ave'' 
~a tur,illy. this 1~ a far-out 
,1tuat1on. yd regardless of the 
decision one makes, one is liable 
A Black Perspective 
Racism from the Black 
Perspective 
(Snow White probably wants to 
make love with Sambo) 
A Response to Arbll Part I 
·Did you know that at the 
beginning of this school year. 
eleven blacks were on the I.C'. 
football squad! Did you know 
that in the last ten years of J.C. 
basketball teams, there have 
been at least thirty blac~s trying 
out for the team and only six 
played!· Did you know that out 
of all- the various departments on 
campus, there are only one Latin 
and two black faculty members! 
Did you know that WICB has 
cut the · hours of black 
programming on this campus! 
Did you know that a majority of 
black students on. this campus 
don't dig Richie Havens! 
When "!{e· talk about racism, 
we should understand that there 
are two types of racism. The 
first one is . the obvious type, 
which inclu~es nam~-calling and 
DIVINE- LIGHT 
continued from page .I 
Kn ow ledge. ·But· now Satguru 
'.\1aharaj Ji is offering this 
Knowledge through himself and 
his own disciples to everyone so 
that all• ';'hO Want can· join him 
in eternity,.since· the '·'Time (i.e. 
of our destruction) is near". 
What is this Knowledge? It is, 
as they describe 1t, a "blinding 
hght" and a ."beautiful music" 
which comes from this 
primordial energy. One ·first. 
experiences this Knowledge 
through a disciple of the guru, 
called. a ."mahatma" . who has 
been instructed by M~haraj Ji as 
to bringing this Knowledge to 
the people of the world. It is the 
"greatest trip of all", as one 
fo Hower explained, since this 
energy is infinite as the universe. 
On:ce one bas gained the 
Knowledge, one meditates on, 
this infinite energy twice a day 
for an hour at a time. From this 
energy, one is able ta meditate, 
aJthou_~.[ullt., awake, alive and , 
functioning, 24 hc::,urs a day. 
Avisinc, 
A 1!_IVINELIGHT CENT~R 
After attending the first 
Sa ts~ng, my interest in this 
hatred for those people who ;HL' 
not of your ethn1L· or r,1L·1.1I 
background. The othn i, 
mstitulional ra..:1~111. whid1 1~ thL' 
effedive one. flcrL' WL' h;1w 
more than the indiv1d11.1I i--L'L'pinµ 
you down. you haw a political 
power to go up again,t. Blad,. 
Latin. C'hine~e and evL'll ~olllL' 
Jewish students go throu[!h dail~ 
hassks hecau,L' of ~olllL' 
stupid-ass admini~lrator, ,111d 
professors on this campth. 
Racism. which lrn~ alway~ triL'd 
to keep black PL'opk 
"Negroes .. :(Coach But IL'rhut 1 \ 
kind) will have its turnin!! point 
in the seventies. 
From the Black perspL'CI ive. I 
think white studenh at I.C. 
should start under~tanding 
themselves before they start 
complaining about the hlack~. 
For many years we tried to 
satisfy and accomodate oursclw~ 
with John Wayne and fabian. 
We tned to look like you. 
because you tried to convince us 
phenomenon wa~ ·greatly 
whetted but my skcp~1cism had 
not been overcome. Confident 
of their "discovery" - amazingly 
confident - these devotees 
invited me to stay with them 
this past weekend at their home, 
the "Divine Light Center", 
in Fayetteville, 
outside of Syracuse. I accepted, 
knowing I would have to find 
out about this movement or 
whatever it was. 
So I returned to my room 
after this first encounter with 
this "primordial energy" albeit a 
third-hand experience. It so 
amazed, so disturbyd me, so 
frightened me to think that God 
might have come again, 
incarnate in the body of an 
Indian child, that I simply lay 
down on my bed to try and sort 
it all out. !f this was God .~8SHl 
why had he come now? Why did 
no organized church know of or 
acknowledge bis coming? Why 
was this Knowledge being given 
to everyone when it bad only 
been given to a score of people 
throughout history? And most 
o1 all, how ~ould receivlng this 
Knowledge affect my life? What 
changes in myself and my 
lifestyle. would occur? 
I talked to my roommate 
about it. He became interested 
t h.i I \\'L' \I crL' ugly I \\'l' ha\'L" thL· 
t111csl wont,'11 011 lhh L·;1mp11s I 
\\'L• ,hoWL'd ~ Oll llWI tlllr hod IL'' 
h.id ,tr,'111,!lh. 1hy1h111. ;111d th.11 
\IL' Lllllld ,1.111d thL' hllfllllll,! ,un 
that 1'L't1L·l1a1L·d ,111r ,ouh ,1' WL' 
p1L-i--L'd L'llllon ;111d hull! 1111, 
L0 <llllll1y IPr lrL'L'. ) 011 lnld u, 
that (;od h,ld lfllc'Jllkd lh ltl hL' 
nothinl,! nu11\' th.111 'L'l\.1111-. .. 111d 
\I,. ,h11uhl lo\l' ~ llll.l\ hL·n ~, 111 
b"111h 0111 L·hurchL'' .11nl d1.1I I 
bl;i,•j._ J11L'll f1r,t 11\lt> ihL• \tll1L0 d 
SL•nin·,. lh;11 1, lhL· l~PL' ol 
r,•ahty dial hlaL·~ PL'opk haw 
h,ld Ill dL•,ii \11th \s ~llll 
1-- nuw ... a I OllL' I I lllL'. hl;1 cl--, 
IVL'rL' not ,tllO\IL'" Ill liVL' lil-.L· 
WhllL' \lllL'flL';ll1' I ( !11,. ill ,I 
,c' 11 ',L' sl ill L' \IS[' l \Ve IVL'i'L' 
sc·grc•galL'd frolll all i--1lllb ol 
opportunitiL''· During thow 
y car~ white·, I hhn,tls> WL'rL' 
tali--111g ahout lhl' hlad;,· ..:iv1l 
nghts. whL'n 11 wa~ alway, .1 
matter nl hulll.111 rights. l'hL' 
fl[!hl for hl;,i..:k,. to attend ,lily 
,d1ool. rc~turanl.111ovk and L'Vcn 
marry whit~ men ,111d wollll'll a, 
enough to want to makl' till' trip 
t,J Fayetteville ,llso. Why he 
wanted to. I ..:ouldn't figure out. 
for it wasn't like turn. When I 
had attended the first Satsang, 
he chose to attend the karate 
club meeting. ·11c couldn't tell 
me why he wanted to ~~J either. 
And so we went. Using our 
thumbs, we arrived at the center 
at about 2:45 in the afternoon. 
It was just a simple white house 
where eight devotees lived and 
"propagated the Knowledge. 
And about a half-hour after our 
arrival, by mutual desire, the 
'propagation' or Satsa~g began 
in a small dorm-sized room. This 
room, reserved for Satsang and 
worship of this energy, or God, 
was covered with a white shag 
carpet and was without furniture 
save for a cloth draped 'altar' 
with vases of flowers and 
pictures of the Guru and his 
immediate family, who have all 
become fully realized beings, 
meaning that they are now able 
to meditate 24 hours a day on 
this Knowledite. 
So at about quarter past 
three, the story of this person 
and Knowledge began to unfold 
itself for us. Neil, a college grad 
who goes to computer school 
but is devoting his life at present 
to the propagation effort, gave 
thl'y plL·.1,L·tl. I 1f you thought 
th.11 \\'ould mai--L' you freel. This 
w .i, ad Ill I n i, I e red by the 
.. \ menL·;111 Sy,IL"m .... The ~ystem 
lh.11 prov1dL·d inst1tutions to hire 
1 aL hi lal,!)!Oh. Ill order to 
1mpiL'lllL'lll L·ond11ion~ of chaos. 
',l>lllL' of tho,L' pc•opk arc right 
hL'i'L' Oil th1, L·ampu, as 
p10IL'-.sor, .ind adn11111strator~. 
S,1. till' mind pcr..:e1vcs this 
l--1nd ur oppression. the 
,,,1i-.,u1u,11c'" of hla..:ks here at 
I,( .. dL'\"L'iop, L'VL'ryday. It takes 
,,n :1 \c'ry natinnalbtic frl'ling. 
1i.·ca11~L' ol lth,1..:,1 Collegc·s 
llL'!!li!!L'llL'L' o t h I a ..: k 
rL'j11L'~L'lllal!O!l 011 !his L',llllpllS, 
<lllL'L' lhL' l,!IOUp~· L0 0llSL°i1lllSllCSS 
h L',t;1b!i,hL'lL ,1a11dmg up hl'l'ore 
,I ha,kL'I h,111 [!.!Jlll' hel'Olllt'S 
111L'iL'V,1n1. WL' need no assistance 
111 in ddrnin!! our problems at 
IC. or any other pla..:c for that 
mallt·1 Our quest for new 
v,1l11L'~. ~elf-dcf1n1tion, 
s<'lf-dL'IL'rm111ation will 
evcn_tu.J!ly lead toward Black 
na t Iona Ii s I 1..: ..:o nsciousness, 
ti-. S,1hang. He explained to us 
how tlus energy 1s in all of us 
and in evcrything on this earth. 
It i~ why we can breathe, why 
we have hfc-that spark of life 
whil'h cannot be artificially 
reproduced for it is the energy 
and essence in everything and as 
such, unduplicable. And the 
to be branded one of four 
things: I. An Uncle Tom (black 
saves white). 2. A Nigger Lover 
(white saves black). 3. A White 
Racist (white saves white). 4. A 
black Racist (black saves black). 
This all depends on your color, 
and the people looking at your 
decision. Someday, perhaps, the 
person making this decision, 
might be looked at as simply a 
human being with a terrible 
choice, instead of a "racist" of 
whatever sort. 
That day may never come, for 
we will certainly never be one 
color. (We would probably fight 
over what color it should be.) 
Each of us must work in our 
own ways toward our own goals. 
Some of us may find common 
ground. Neither scpara tism nor 
integration solve the problems 
completely, and we must each 
remember the value of a single 
human being. To quote a !me 
from The Sand Pebbles: "Damn 
your flag! Damn all flags! It ·s 
too late 111 the world for flags!" 
A~ with f!Jgs, so with color'? 
Your prcJudiced fnend, 
Arbil 
because of our history in this 
country. It continues to develop, 
as we look at Ithaca College's 
history also. No recruitment for 
black athletes, (which we 
dominate) nc, recruitment for 
black. Latin, Chinese faculty 
members. and is this because the 
school wants to remain private, 
bourgeoisie , and WHITE? 
Well...if this is true, we will 
continue to have bloods like 
!\fork. Esse'(.,(New Orleans 
Sniper) Black Liberation Armies, 
t'tl'. The fault lies with racist 
administrators at this school as 
well as in the ,;ountry. 
So, if ycu're curious and 
concerned about some of these 
statements, question the 
administrators of your 
department, (you too ARBIL) 
and analyze the type of answers 
you get. If you're not concerned 
and if you're not curious, that's 
alright also! We're gonna' change 
it anyh0w! 
As-Salam Alaikum 
Mabu Brad Young 
Knowledge is the key to this 
energy, the way to direct 
experience of God within us. 
The Experience 
What is this experience? All 
scriptures of all religions 
describe this experience in four 
continued 011 paf(e J 2 
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Editorial An Era· O·f Accumulation? 
··\:?B?: 
J ,. 
In recent weeks, we have heard talk of an "Era of Peace': Peace 
connotes the well-being and a qualitative improvement in the lives of 
men. More so, "peace" signals an end to the spirit of war. On a 
superficial level, the Vietnam war is over, the American troops 
withdrawing, prisoners of war to be returned and political 
reconciliation to be pursued.Yes, "it might seem that an "Era of 
are past the stage of expansion for survival. We expand· for 
expansion's sake. We consume for consumption's sake. Subtle means 
of accumulation have replaced morality and compassion. The latest 
theater of battle is closing soon, but the spirit of war remains an 
integral part of the souls of men. 
The most visible manifestation of this warlike or "competitive" 
spirit ca~ be seen when one analyzes the college experience. In 
theory, college is a place where students further their knowledge of 
themselves and the world around them·. In practice, the purpose of 
college is to prepare one to compete in society, to increase one's 
ability to consume and accumulate.College serves as an instrument to 
re-enforce material priorities. When we see a media promotion for 
higher education, the point stressed is that you can make more 
money with a degree. 
· Peace" is truly upon us. We now have the opportunity to rechannel 
our collective energies to improve the auality of human existence. 
The opportunity ls there, but will we take it? 
The war is over, but on a superficial level. The immedia~e c~mflict 
is over, llut what ot the cleeply seeded desires that prompt nations 
and men to war? Sinl:e the inception of a societal structure man has 
waged war on his fellow man. The dominant theme of these 
endeavors is expansion and accumulation of ·wealth. At first, the 
purpose of this expansion was to gain resources needed for survival, 
but as technology developed, survival was assured and expansion was 
directed toward the accumulation of wealth. Many times through 
history war has dominated the lives of men; eventually_ the 
immediate conflicts were settled but the underlying reasons for war 
remained a part of human existence. 
In May and June thousands of students will be graduating 
The presence of this rationale for war (accumulation of wealth) in 
our day and age has been magnified to engulf o~r total existence. We 
American colleges. Due to the present state of the economy, jobs 
will be scarce and competition fierce. The absence of opportunities 
by which one may accumulate wealth and thereby satisfy material 
desire gives us an opportunity to reassess our needs and wants. Is 
this, in fact, an "Era of Peace" or yet another cycle in the "Era of 
Accumulation"?This opportunity to redirect our energies must be 
seized or may never see the light at the end of the tunnel. 
By Edward de Aguero 
The Vietnam War has 
officially ended but American 
involvement in Vietnam will not 
end for a- long time to come. 
CBS News has reported that 
there will be 10,000 advisors in 
Vietnam, with "civilian" status. 
l wonder from where these 
"civilian" advisors arc going to 
be drafted?Will they be hawks 
or doves? 
' Then there is the matter of 
American warships and 
American soldiers staying over 
the Tonkin Gulf. Will they be 
there for an extended "vacthn," 
or will they be shooting over 
North Vietnam? These are 
pertinent questions that we 
should be asking our President 
And what about AMNESTY'? 
There are at least two sides to 
this question. lt seems to me 
that a citizen has the moral 
obligation to defend his country 
if his country becomes involved 
in a declared war. If he does not, 
he deserves some sort of 
punishment, as well as if he is a 
deserter. But the war ON 
TO THE EDITOR: 
In Your article "Drug 
Crackdown Imminent" Mr. 
Holcombe said "The present 
policy of the Ithaca College 
Safety Division precludes active 
investigation concerning drug 
trafficking." This is not the 
policy of the I .C. Security 
Division. The office of security, 
in accordance with the Judicial 
Code, investigates all complaints 
which come into its office if the 
the complaints point out 
violations of that Code. 
C.A. Perialis 
Acting Vice President 
of Student and 
Campus Affairs 
EDITORS NOTE: What the 
writer meant to imply is that the 
Office of Security does not carry 
on undercover work concerning 
drug violations unless there is 
presumptive evidence (such as a 
complzing) which points to such 
violation. 
' ___,.__., ·t:~~ 
ON THIS AND THAT 
Vietnam (Mark my words, 1f you 
please; ON, because the war 
started m Vietnam as a civ1lv.ar 
between North and South. and 
we intervened to make war ON 
them.) was an undeclared war. 
an illegal war. Our lnen Ill 
Vietnam were NOT dcfendrng. 
our country 
The other side of the question 
1s, that even thoug.h the·U111ted 
Statt's is tnvolved in a de facto 
war, if a man ts rt conM:"ient 1,H1~ 
objector. he should , not he· 
forced to g.o to kill I he· 
Vietnamese people. or any nt hc•r 
people- for that mailer. 1 n,IL"ad. 
the country should provide I u1 
alternative dutie~ for 111111. ,11d1 
as some construl:live du11e, fo1 
him, such as some eon~trudiv..: 
occupation al home tor the· 
welfare of the eonlmunily 
Killing is destruct iv..:! Whal 1, the 
good of fighting to th.: end for 
peace, if in the pro.cc's, the 
country·~ natural resotlrec·, ha\'L' 
been destroyed alu"~I! w11h 
millic-ns of it~ people''.\Vc· arc• 
giving back to the V1et;1amese a 
country with an msurmountahle 
amount of destruction: and a 
TO THE EDITOR: 
I am asking your cooperation 
in "publishing this letter so that 1 
may reach the general· student 
population. 
l am attempting to 
accumulate some meaningful 
data for a serious study on 
American communes. To that 
end, I wish to reach as many 
communes as possible by mail 
and in some cases for personal 
interviews, if agreeable. 
I will be grateful if students, 
graduate and undergraduate, 
who are living in communal 
situations, will write me 
indicating willingness to receive 
a questionnaire. ·Size of 
commune is unimportant; 3 or 4 
people, up to any number. 
· Sincerely, 
Mae T. Sperber 
26 West 9th Street 9E 
New York, New York 10011 
;: 
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small dose of peace. 
Th..: President \houltl decre 
amnesty tor our men who went 
to C..1natla. Mex1eo. Denmark 
anti other C<H111tne\ lo hvi: thL're 
wit houl ,1 home. w11hout a 
c:ountry. l lwy hL'eame prod1g.al 
,nns rather than mulllc•rc·r~. 1 hi, 
1 ,tabll,hmc·nl nt DUr\ 1, 
p11111,h111g. I hc•m hc•c·,1u,c· l hc:y 
li,lL'llL"d Ill lhc·1r L"<lll\L'IL'llc'e, 
talhc•r lh.111 Ill lhc' m1illary Our 
'"c·1c·ty puni-hc·, ,ill lh<l,c' wh<l 
d<l lllll w1,h l\l c·unt,>1111. 
I hth. ,1nothc•r h,1d word 111 
ll ll I , <l c· I l' I y 
\O'\CO\l OR\111 Y. The· 
Sp.1111,h l'h1h1,<1phc·1 Ort,·g.a ) 
(;a"c"l ,.11d lhat .. 1od,1) We' ;11c• 
\\llllc""1ni; the· triumph ol ,1 
h) pc·rdc·mo,·1,1,·) 111 wl11d1 the· 
lll,hsc', ,1c·t d11,·,1ly \\ilh<llll an) 
11i;h1. hy mc·an, "' m.11cnal 
prc·,,111,·,. 1111p,1Slll!! lhc'lr 
,1,p1ralllll1' ,lllll ta,tc·,·· upon the· 
1nd1v1d11al. In (where 1he ta,1 
quotation •~ flast quotation i, 
froml he say,: "'The 
c:harac·tc·11s11, ol nur 11mc·, h 1h.11 
the> ,·llmlllon rndl\·1dual. ,1warc· <>I 
lhc• lac·l lh.11 he· 1, c'llllllllllll, h.1, 
the• g.uh lo aflirm lhc· ni;hl <>I 
TO THE EDITOR: 
l·or some peculiar rc'a,on. the· 
lthae,1 College l'uhlil: 1'11c·atrc··, 
protluc11on of Bye Bye Birdie. in 
rehearsal and p!.Jnning for ,1,., 
week,. wa~ intormed last 
ruesday that. due to a ro,sihle 
violation of a lk..11lh and Safety 
law known ..1s "Osher."' they 
would not he able to set up thl'1r 
platform stage and !caw 1L 111 the 
Mullr-purpose end of the towers 
cafeteria. The actual problem 
seemed to he previous student 
complaints of not enough eating 
space in the Towers. CMI, after 
telling us to go ahead, pulled out 
of the deal-2 days before the 
show was to open. Presto! Mad 
scene at rehearsal. 
A quick switch was made to 
the lounge and coffeehouse in 
the Union. Posters, scenery, 
lighting, sound and acting 
changes were made, and the 
show went on two days late, 
minus a third performance, and 
with a lot of ill feeling on the 
part of the production company. 
They felt and rightly so, that 
they had not been dealt with 
fairly. 
The machinery of this school 
seems to be out of whack. There 
is no way that anyone is going to 
have an easier time getting 
activities of this sort going unless 
the folks in charge get into gear. 
Some of the Union people were 
able to more or less bail out the 
ICPT this time. This was a small 
miracle and a large pain in the 
head to all who had to make the 
the frantic changes and fast 
arrangements. The coffeehouse 
is much smaller than the 
multi-purpose area of the 
Towers, and the show became 
vulgarity and he imposes it 
everywhere. As they say in the 
U111tcd States· to he different 1s 
indeeent. ·• 
!"he funny thmg is that each 
of us claims to he different, but 
we spend ewry minute of our 
live, trying. to he just like John. 
1>1..:k and llarry. trying to get a 
,·ar or a g.irl just like the 
neig.hhor·,. 1 hope I ..1m not 
wnllll!! lhe~e 11logii.:al lines just 
lo bi: d1rt'erc·nt. 
-\nothc'r 1.:rm lh..1t has been 
w11h 11, tor a long. long while is 
SY'.\11' \ 1"111· rtC. one of whos.· 
c:ornponc•nts 1, the word 
I'\ 1111 I IC. Al Ithaca College 
We' w.1lk w11h 11 si'de by side, 
han,1 111 hand. ewry day. Take 
ror an c·,.1111ple. a te,1cher who 
w.111,h lo g.el ahe..td--not 
1111dkc·t11ally. wh1L'11 1, the right 
way for .1 pc•r,on whose• _joh 1s to 
,h1>w I he• way lo human 
11ndc·1,1and1ng. hut one who is 
pu,hing in onkr to promote ("?l 
him,c•lf ,n..:ially and 
c·c:onomic-ally. If he has lunch at 
I he' I owc•r l"luh with the 
l'rn,·o,I. inv1tl', lht: Dean out to 
~uppc•r. plays golf with the 
cro,qted and ,;loppy as a result. 
C..tsl 111nr..1le hit the basement. 
and, till' 1<:eh111c1an~ who were 
building. and lighting. the show 
nearly Wl'lll mad revamping 1t. 
The audience turnout. however, 
was tremendous. 
The student body is 
Chairman of the department, has 
cocktails with the ·other faculty 
members in his field, in other 
words, if he is congneial with 
every one around him, most 
assuredly he will get a promotion 
or tenure or a good raise, if his 
name comes up. On the other 
hand, 1f he got started on the 
wrong foot, that is, if he does 
not get along socially with the 
others, they do not want him to 
be part of the herd. If he is "one 
of us," those involved in the 
decision-making process 
(usually) let themselves be led 
by sentimentality, by friendship 
when they make his evaluation. 
This is the case quite often at 
Ithaca College, although not 
always. But when it happens so, 
the quality of education suffers 
tremendously. Many people we 
know here are very sympathetic. 
They play the game well. I, for 
one, cannct be both, 
sympathetic and honest at the 
same time. Can you? 
(l:·dward de Aguero is an 
Assistant Professor of Modem 
ra11guages at Ithaca College.} 
encouraged to participate m 
activities like ICPT, but if the 
students' hands are continually 
being tied by an unoiled 
authority machine nobody is 
going to want to do anything 
anymore. 
Nancy Weinstock 
the ithacan 
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COMMENT 
By Tom Threlkeld 
From the Third Book of 
Milhous 
In the beginning, the purpose. 
was to establish democracy in 
Vietnam. The purpose soon 
became stopping the advance of 
communism 'in southeast Asia. 
Then the purpose was achieving 
an honorable peace for us and 
self- determination for them. 
And so at that time he said, "Let 
there be light." And there was 
light (at the end of the tunnel). 
And peace was declared, for 
peace had come to the people. 
But the people did not 
rejoice. They did not sing or 
dance in the streets, for peace 
was not in their hearts. They still 
felt the frustration and 
uselessness, the tension and 
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Diplomacy in Check 
sorrow of the 1 2-years war. 
And the question was, "Why 
was there no celebration?"It was 
answered that the people had 
not been included in the Game, 
but were merely observers of its 
playing. They watched as the 
King was forced to castle early 
in order to protect himself from 
attack. His pawns were quickly 
taken, captured, or somehow 
missing, just as they had been in 
all the earlier draws in the 
contest. The King found himself 
gaining nothing pushing pawns 
and trading pieces, so he tried to 
turn the game over to the 
country for which he was 
playing, but that didn't wo'rk. 
He tried attacking on all fronts, 
but found he couldn't win on his , 
own board by playing on other 
boards, so he went into his 
Haiphong Defense, trying to cut 
off any movement by the 
opponent. 
Success drew near but fell 
through when the opposition 
escaped the trap set by the 
King's Knight. So the King, 
finding himself unable to mate 
the opponent, tried to take as 
many pieces as he could, in a 
Hanoi Attack. This did manage 
to bring about the end of the 
match, for the King found 
himself stalemated. He could not 
check or even attack anymore., 
for all his pieces were gone, 
except for the Knight who was 
continually hopping from space 
to space attempting to solve the 
conflict. Unfortunately a lone 
Knight is virtually useless. And it 
was not long before the King 
found himself unable to move, 
for all adjacent squares were 
covered. 
He was simultaneously 
covered ljy the Bishop of 
world-conscience and the 
oppositions ,King, who could not 
attack but· nonetheless was in 
such a position to prevent any 
movement _on the part of the 
King. For y_ou see, the King had 
worked himself into a corner 
and there-by had only one 
alternative feft. And that was to 
accept tlie last remaining 
option-p!!ace. And the 
observers h_eard of the peace, 
heard of the stalemate described 
as ':!1~morable_:,_ and accepted it 
Thursday 
as merely another in the long 
succession of draws and 
stalemates. They accepted it not 
as a reason for rejoicing, but as a 
moment for contemplation. 
It was not until the passing of 
the first month thereafter, when 
the memory of the agony of the 
contest had melted, that the 
people, one by one, began to 
realize-it was done. The King 
had packed up his pieces and 
gone home. And the people 
hoped and prayed that if he ever 
again received an invitation to a 
similar challenge he would have 
the wisdom to decline. 
ALL REGULAR 
MIXED DRINKS 
50¢ 
Off-Campus Policy 
Students presently off-campus 
will automatically be continued 
under that category next year. 
Those wishing to move to 
campus residence must file with 
the Housing Office by March 9 
for a guaranteed position. 
Friday 
The Office of Residential Life 
has slightly altered its 
off-campus policy for I 973-74. 
Next year Sophomores, as well 
as Juniors and Seniors, will have 
the option of living off campus. 
There is a ceiling, however, 
for the number of students who 
are allowed to live off-campus. A 
maximum of 670 students will 
be allov,:ed the option. That 
figure is slightly higher than the 
The 
Un-Sorority 
The Un-Sorority'/ 
Yes, that's us! Tau Alpha Mu 
1s a small, local, social-service 
,orority with its prime emphasis 
on service. ·Perhaps our largest 
undertaking comes in the fall 
wnh our U.N.I.C.E.F. drive. 
This fall we raised over $500 for 
the cause from Christmas card 
and calendar sales and 
donations. Among other things, 
we also sponsored a family 
through The Salvation Army for 
C!mstmas, supplying food, a big 
Christmas dmner, and gifts of all 
,orts for a family of four who 
rrnght otherwise have had no 
Christmas. 
We do have a social side, too, 
though 4t might not seem as big 
or as important as it is in some 
other organizations. Our most 
recent excuse for a party came 
at the end of January-T.A.M. 
was 5 years old on January 30th 
,rnd it was duly celebrated, I can 
J,sure you! 
The spring semester will be 
one of service as well as good 
times, and will find us 
sponsoring the annual-Easter Egg 
Hunf for staff and faculty 
duldren, organizing "Fun and 
liames" for.Greek Weekend, and 
participating in the· Easter Seal 
and :Leukemia drives. We will 
also be entertaining at The Odd 
Fellows Home, where we also 
have- 2 se_ts o( adopted 
grandparents that are a 
year-~ound project and an awful 
lot of fun.. In addition, we 
anticipate other chances to serve 
the comunity tµat may present 
themselves as the year 
progresses. 
By the way if any of this 
sounds inviting to any of you 
girls who want to sink your 
teeth into the type of fun and 
rewarding experiences outlined 
above, we have on.e last Spring 
rush party (I told you we have a 
social side!) on Tuesday, 
February 13 at 8:30 in Terrace 
4A. Why not take a study break,. 
bring your friends, and come· 
find out more about us and bow 
You ~ould be serving yourselt' 
and your community and 
enjoying· yourself at the same 
time. See you then! 
brr ·- ·.··-· .. 
number allowed off-campus 
presently-600. There are at 
present approximately 300 
spaces to be filled for next year. 
According to Chris Nelson, 
Chairman of Student Congress' 
Housing and Dining Committee, 
.the spaces will be filled on a first 
come-first serve basis. 
Nelson attnbuted the new 
policy, to the fact that last year, 
as the off campus housing policy 
was liberalized, the expected 
rush for downtown housing 
"never materialized." 
Student interested in taking 
the off-campus option must file 
an off-campus statement and a 
parental consent form w i th 
the Housing Office. These 
statements will be dated and 
numbered when returned to that 
office. 
Valentine to remain open 
According to Housing 
officials, students living 
on-campus for the fall semester 
1973 will be required to remain 
on campus for the following 
Spring semester. This includes 
those who drop to part-time 
status during the Fall semester. 
Part-time and graduate students 
will be offered on-campus 
housing afte~ all full-time 
undergraduate students are 
accomodated. 
Valentrnc dorm will remain 
open for the enllre academic 
year 1973-74. Valentine 
residents will again have the 
option of being on or off the 
meal plan. 
FROM SYRACUSE ... 
OLD SPICE 
(formerly the Brass Buttons) 
Saturday 
ALBATROSS 
Wednesday 
ATLANTA 
114 W. Green 
\VIN FIVE. DOLLARS CASI I 
or choose 
Cloud Dragoo Craft's is Expanding! 
Look for our new lines of quality knitting 
yarns, Block Printing Supplies, and the 
largest selection of Silk Screen Supplies 
TEN DOLLARS WORTH OF i\IERCIL\'.\DISE lrom: 
CLOUDDRAGONCRAF~_ 
148 E. STATE STREET 
ITHACA, N.Y. 14-850 
CAPTIONS MUST BE RECIEVED 
BY NOON-WEDNESDAY 
in town. ··················································· . DROP OFF ENTRIES AT; 
Egbert Union Contest Box 
Plus we still have locally made Rugs 
Candles and finished crafts for sale 
on consignment ;md supplies for; 
Candlemaking, Macrame, Stained Glass, 
Decoupage, Rugmaking & Needlecrafts, 
Beer & Winemaking, Batik, Tie-<lying, 
Bottle cutting, Beadcrafts, Origami, and 
Glass Stain Paints. 
PHONE: 273-1030 
\. 
ADDRESS .......................................... . 
CAPTION ............................................ . 
c:::::><: g. Ithacan Mail Slot- West Tower Basement Downtown at Cloud Dragon Crafts 
c;::>< -g: ~fd/r0e~s d~c~~er 1~nt~;il t~~~~~~~ 
c:::=:::x· CONTEST EDITOR Ithacan 
c:::><; Publishing Co. Inc., Ithaca College, 
c:::=::>< • y 
'"='<,: Ithaca, N .. 14850. g,: The most original, humorous and/or 
c:::::,.,.': appropriate caption will win. Enter as 
c:::;:;,,: • many times as you like. 
~·: 
c--,,'. 
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'l'AKBB OR G·-a&:r:r1'1' Z 
By R(>b Patterson 
Take 1 
graffito (gra fe to) (graf-fe to), n.pl.-ti (-te). 1. 
Archaeol. A .-ude inscription, figure drawing,etc., 
found on the walls of ancient sepulchers or ruins, 
an ancient drawing or writing scratched on a wall or 
other surface. 2. Art. Production of decorative. 
designs by scratching them through a surface lay• 
of plaster, glazing,etc., revealing a different 
colored ground; also, pottery or ware so 
decorated ;-chiefly used attributively. 3. graffiti. 
words or phrases written on public sidewalks, on 
the sides of buildings, public restrooms, etc., or 
the like. 
Take 2 
Left channel of an on-the-spot recording. (Right 
channel microphone malfunctioned.) "Hi! How 
was your vacation? ... Yeah? ... Oh, I didn't do much 
really, but I sure had a good time .... Well, y'see, I 
was living alon·e in the attic of our summer house. 
All I did was eat, sleep, drink, smoke, and watch 
TV. Oh, yeah, I also read all these newspapers and 
magazines from months ago. So then I started 
cutting out and pasting up all these pictures and 
stories, and stuff, all over the walls. Except in the 
bathroom, there I wrote graffiti, y'know, like, 
"Josie sucks the wild pazoola," and stuff. It was 
really crazy; for three weeks I smoke dope, take 
LSD, and watch the old tube, VHF and UHF, 
dangerous drugs those. All the while covering the 
walls so that now it looks like a psychotic's 
playroom," 
Take 3 
Clipping from February 29,1971 Raleigh Inquirer 
Dr. Sanford Thompson, of the St. Thomas of 
Aquinas Institute, has just published a paper 
topping years of painstaking research into the 
reasons people write graffiti and some of the 
results. Dr. Thompson sharply rebukes many other 
psychologists by stating that vandalism, rebellion, 
humor, and boredom are not the main reasons 
behind the recently increased wave of graffiti. He 
cites sexual frustration in the midst of the new 
permissiveness and bravado as the major causes 
and warns that these may be early symptoms of 
exhibitionism -which could develop into more 
virulent forms, such as indecent exposure and 
rape. "Writing graffiti may not cause rape or other 
anti-social sexual crimes," says Dr. Thompson, 
"but it is symptomatic of the same underlying 
reasons; just as marijuana abuse may not cause 
heroin addiction, but almost all heroin addicts 
started on marijuana." 
Take4 
Ithaca College Student Graffiti Survey Question 
Section 
Question I-How many times have you ever written 
graffiti? (tallies were sub-divided into Numerical 
Answers and Indefinite Answers to more 
accurately express actual responses) 
Question 2-Why do you write graffiti or why do 
other people write graffiti? (tallies were grouped 
into categories during tabulation) 
~uesuon 3-What should be done about graffiti or 
the peoplewhowrite graffiti? (categories categorized 
during tabulation, again) 
Question 4-What is your favorite example of your 
own or someone else's graffiti? (tallies were given 
either generally or specifically, but only specific 
examples will be listed) 
Answer Section 
Question I 
Numerical Answers-70% of total answers 
42% 0 times 
The Asiatic Garden 
-118. W. State St. 
The Best in Chinese 
American Food. 
Good Service with a 
Congenial Atmosphere 
To serve you better 
Serving Ithaca Since 1931 
Applications Now Being Accepted 
News Editor -Features Editor 
Advertising Salesmen 
photographers 
SHOW YOUR INTEREST 
CONTACT 
'The lthacal1' 
West Tower Basem.~nt 
. 
30% 1-5 times 
I l~,-6-lOtimes 
5. 7% 11-20 times 
4.9% 100 times 
1.5% :?.1-50 times 
Indefinite Answers-.:?8% of total answers 
45% v e·ry Rarefy 
30% Often 
15% Rarely 
__ I 9.~- _Y ery Often 
Don't Know Answers-:?.% of total answers 
Question 2 
14% Boredom 
14% Humor 
12% Had Something To Say 
11 % Freedom Of Speech 
11 % Don't Know _ 
I 0%(sum)Frustration and Exhibition 
7%(each)Rebellion, Reader·s Benefit. Hell of it. 
Lack of Other Suitable Outlets · 
0.001%(sum)Tradition, Education. Rage. Love 
Question 3 
35% Nothing 
15% Conditional on What and Where 
14% Establish Specific Areas For Graffiti 
12% Encouraged 
12% Punished 
2.8% Don't Know 
9.2% Other(published, "they" should be sent to 
an institution of higher mental illness. etc.) 
Question 4 
A~atb.y is in-Who cares? 
·· ·Tast one out of the tunnel, please turn out the 
light. 
Jesus saves and Esposito scores on the 
rebound. 
Remain seated for entire performance,_please. 
Flush twice, its a long way to the dining hall. 
Fighting for peace is like fucking for virginity. 
Why are you looking up here-ugly cock? 
Lick Dick in '72, etc. 
There once was a man from Nantucket, etc. 
C.all So-and-So for a good time at 
Such-and-Such, etc. 
People so seldom say I love you Then its 
either too late or love goes 
So when I tell you I love you 
It doesn't mean I know you won't go 
Only that I wish you didn't have to, etc. 
Take Off 
Now, dear friends, we all know what graffiti is and 
why we write it; we don't need these modern 
thinkers and writers to tell us. I know and you 
know and the Lord knows that those shameful 
sayings scratched into restroom walls are the work 
of Satan. They are fire and brimstone c_oming to 
get you and me with the devil's host yowling and 
screeching in all their unholy might, seducing the 
weak, misleading the vain, corrupting the righteous 
and stealing the young. Cast out these evils with 
the Lord's help; prayers are answered, even in thi~ 
sin-filled world. Yes, yes, dear friends, the Lord is 
the only salvation and the only hope. Put your 
faith in the Lord and the desecrations on these 
earthly walls will be purified. 
___ ..JT.BB V ! [Ji~ 
~lU®lP 
204 N. Tioga St . . 
Specialized in all 
needlework art materials 
BROWSERS WELCOME· 
Speci.,l-with this ad only--for one week-
5% of~ on purchases of SJ0:00 and up 
DIFFEllENT GIFTS 
T·H-E 
IRON···SHOP 
108 E. STATE.ST. !~ 
",'t' 
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'G.P.' Presents Gay Concepts 
This semester the Ithaca 
College Gay Liberation Front 
(GLF) is being replaced by 
"'G.P.", an educational 
organization, which will explore 
gay concepts and the role they 
can play in diminishing the 
sexist attitudes of the straight 
male oriented society, which 
affects all oppressed people in 
this country and particularly, in 
this case, in our community. The· 
meetings will be a forum for 
speakers and lectures and a place 
for discussions rather than 
political geHogethers for the 
few out-of-the-closet members 
of the Ithaca community. 
-Tfieprevious l.C. GLF's main 
function, as it turned out, was to 
discuss business matters of the 
organization and to organize 
dances. This accounted for bland 
meetings, a small number of 
interested people, and the· 
eventual dispersal of the 
organization. " G.P.'s" only 
b u s i n es s w i 11 b e th e, 
enlightenment and education of 
the people who attend its 
meetings. At present the Cornell 
GLF .,-,ffer:s _/! s9me\\'.hatJ!olitic.il 
_ ,news shorts . _ 
__ ...... _ ........ 
··- .. -~- .. . - ,. . . - . . . -~ -· -
NOTICE OF AVAILABLE POSITIONS 
The Activities Office located in Egbert Union is now accepting 
applications for the Student Activities Program and College Union 
Management Internships, for the school year 1973-74. 
The Internships offer an in-depth experience for a 1973 Ithaca 
College graduate in the area of College Student Personnel work. 
Complete details and application materials can be picked up in the 1 
Office of Campus Activities during regular office hours 
Monday-Friday from February 5, 1973 until February 23, 1973. 
All graduating seniors that are interested are urged to apply. 
Mahatma Rajeshwar-an apostle of Guru Maharaj Ji, the fifteen 
year old perfect master, will speak Tuesday February 13 at 8 :00 
P.M. in the Memorial Room-Willard Strait Cornell. For information 
call-Divine Light Center 273-8455. 
Anyone wishing to apply for a Massachusetts Scholarship for the 
first time should pick· up the application and a PCS in the Financial 
Aid Office. They are due between April I and April 15, 1973. 
CREDIT UNION ESTABLISHED AT ITHACA COLLEGE 
Monday, February 5th saw the culmination of many month~ of 
effort on the part of a group of interested personnel from many 
areas of the college community. Mr. Donald Reynolds, regional 
representative of the New York State Credit Union League, 
witnessed the signing of the application for a federal charter by the 
newly-formed Ithaca College Federal Credit Union. Eight. persons. 
representing administration, faculty, and staff of the college, signed 
as subscribers. The application will now be sent to the national 
·, ·offices ·ef the Natiorial -Credit Union Administration. When the 
charter is approved, probably by the middle of March, the credit 
union will be operating on the I.C, campus. 
Members of the Newly-elected Board of Directors are: 
President: Don Woodman 
· 1st Vice-Pres.: Chuck Kelemen 
2nd Vice-Pres.: Dave Allen 
Treasurer: Helen Grimm 
Secretary: Hal Lawson 
At an informational metting on Tuesday afternoon, the new 
board members were introduced, and Mr. Reynolds explained the 
background of the credit union movement, and answered questions 
from these attending about the organization of the credit union on 
campus. In his duties fro the NY State Credit Union, Mr. Reynolds 1s 
in contact with a total of 135 credit unions in ~id-state New York. 
NOT JUST ANOTHER 
CLOTHES STORE 
illnss Wwrrh'n 
MEN'S SHOP INC. 
DE WITT PLAZA 
SENECA STREET 
The 9nly place in _ It_!~ac_a wi_th 
clothes you can only find at home 
Open~n·g Sale - goirig on 
Pa;nts(Baggies,too) 40%off 
Shirts,Sweaters 20% off 
COOK-GAUNTLm 
TRAVB. 
• 
*WORLD WIDE TRAVEL SERVICE 
*INDIVIDUAL & GROUP TRAVEL 
*PUNNED IN EVER\ itff AIL 
273-3073 
287._ MtROU ST. 
IIIIACA.'M..Y. 
. A Division ef 
RISI IIATIOIAL/ITIIACA 
r 
......... 
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platform for Gay people and 
The Gay People's Center in 
Sheldon Court offers a social 
alternative. "G.P." is not in 
competition with these groups, 
but will be exploring how to 
make these groups more 
meaningful and beneficial for all 
people in the- spectrum of 
sexuality. 
At present the following 
topics are planned to be 
explored: "Bisexuality as the 
Social Norm", "How the Gay 
Movement Affects, Aids. and 
Hurts the Women's Movement 
and Vice-versa", . "The 
Differences between homosexual 
and heterosexual VD a~d the 
proble~s of detection and 
. tr~atment•_:.,_ ___ "How Youth 
Culture still promotes traditional 
Ideas of Masculinity and 
femininity", and "The Effect of 
Rock music and Stars on the 
Sexual Norm". In the Ithaca 
area there are knowledgeable 
people to speak on all these 
topics and they are being sought 
out at present. Thus, meetings 
will be when these people are 
available. Also, if funding 
permits, a well known speaker 
from the Gay Movement will be 
brought here. The times and 
places of these meetings will be 
well publicized in advance for 
the entire community. 
The first meeting of this 
semester will be ·this Tuesday 
CMI MANAGER SPEAKS ON FOOD QUALITY ,SERVICE 
Daniel Alfonso, manager of CMI at Ithaca College will be the guest 
of host Tony Pettit on "Campus Dialogue" at 8:00 p.m. Monday. 
Also present will be Chris Nelson, chairman of the Student Housing 
and Dining Committee. Discussion will focus on the food quality 
and service in the IC dining halls. 
Con rinued from page I 
from, WICB, WVBR, and 
WfKO, a total black experience. 
That is, a total experience in 
music and information which is 
relative to the Black community. 
They try, as an organization, to 
work cooperatively with each 
other to bring the Black 
community what it wants on 
radio. The showing and support 
of Black Radio Ithaca at the 
rally last Friday proves that the 
Ithaca community knows what 
it wants. 
FREE 
C1.A$SIF IEDS 
Lost-·A Bucherer Calendar wrist 
watch. Gold with Black Leather Band 
and White Face. $20.00 
Reward-Contact Sam 507 E. Tower 
X635 273·9755 
Dear Brothers; 
Sorry there Is no classified to you 
all this week, but stay tuned to next 
week's Ithacan. 
Love, 
Your Sisters 
Ride needed to Long Island (Nassau 
County) Feb. 16, return Feb. 18. Cati 
Robin X3631 or 273•97S4 
WANTED TO BUY: A used 
back Pack In good condition 
Cati Peter at x670. 
· evening at:9P.M.in the 
Presidents Board Room on tlte 
3rd floor of Job Hall-Ithaca 
College. This week's meeting will 
be an open discussion on Gay 
concepts and their present and 
past effect on soci~f:..!.~is will 
·include such conceptions and 
misconceptions as Gay people 
are more creative, the fact that 
Gay culture is in every aspect of 
society, and the effects of these 
concepts on straight society. 
This discussion should enhance 
the need for education for all on 
the deviation from the 
heterosexual norm and will help 
put G.P.'s future lectures into 
perspective. All are welcome and 
encouraged to attend. 
FOR SALE: Fender Music Master 
Gu I tar: Candy Apple Red, Single 
Plck•up. Comes with hard shell, llned 
case-$70. AUo Unlvox Tremelo 
reverb. Amp with 12" Jensen 
Speaker-$40. Call Russ or Walt at 
X519 or 272·9676. 
PHOTO EQUIPMENT 
Buy-set1-rent-repa1r:-ithaci Photo 1 tb 
w. Green st. Free Parkln,g. 
Roomate Wanted-·4 Bedroom 
House-your own roorn-5 miles past 
Ithaca College on Danby Rd (gsBJ 
call 273·5053 for Info. 
WIii type term papers for students. 
1.c. Graduate. Reasonable rates. 
Contact Carin 277-3092-wlll pick up 
and deliver. 
Champion: 
Beware of body 
Domd,, 
punches In the 
The Challenger, 
Raging Rave 
RIDE WANTED: 
To LONG ISLAND (West 
Hempstead) or N. Y .c. on February 9 
· return Feb.11. Please call ANDRA 
X528. 
115-17 S. CAYUGA ST. DOWNTOWN ITHACA 
''I Love You'' 
Say it with a Book of Poetry 
on Valentine's Day 
Sun: Black Magic 
OPEN DAIL V Free Admission 
No Cover 
• Friendly Atmosphere 
• Scenic Dock 
• Budweiser &er 
413 Taughannock. Tel. 273-8591 
1 
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CALENDAR·. 
~lth==11:.=...=r•=----J l1ues 
Senior Recital 
Ford Hall, 4:30 p.m. 
Karate Club 
Wrestling : Room,Hill Center, 
7:30 p.m. 
Hillel Lecture-"Posltion of 
Women in Judaism" 
New Crossroads,8 p.m. 
Senior Recital 
Ford Hall,8 p.m. 
1,.1 
Live Entertainment-Walter Horn 
and Allyn Love 
New Crossroads,9-12 midnight 
Student Recital 
Ford Hall,! p.m. 
Sbabbat Dinner 
Union DeMotte Room,5 p.m. 
!sat I 
Fellowship of Athletes 
Hill Swimming Pool,11 :45 a.m. 
Varsity Swimming,RPI vs Ithaca 
Hill Swimming Pool,\ :30 p.m. 
Junior Recital 
Ford Hall,2 p.m. 
Varsity Hockeyy-Lafayette vs 
Ithaca 
Lynah Rink,2:45 p.m .. 
Varsity Wrestling . 
St.Lawrence vs lthaca,3 p.m. 
Joint Recital-Trumpet and Tuba 
Ford Hall,4 p.m. 
Catholic Mass 
Choral Room,Ford Hall,6: 30 
p.m. 
SAB Film-"The Heart is a 
Lonely Hunter" 
Textor 102, 7 and 9:30 p.m .. 
Admission 75 cents 
Folksinger-Jon Clinch 
New Crossroads,CJ-12 midnight 
lsu11 
Protestant Worship 
Choral Room,Ford Hall.I I a.m. 
Catholic Mass 
Ford Hall, 11 a.m.,Union 
Coffeehouse,5 p.m. 
SAB Film-"The Heart is a 
Lonely Hunter" 
Textor 102,7 and 9:30 
p.m.,Admission 7 5 cents 
Folksinger-Iris Lieberman 
New Crossroads,9-12 midnight 
SAD Film-"Omega Man" 
Onion Cafetetia,8 and 10 
p.m.,admission 75 cents 
Open Mike 
New Crossroads,9 p.m. 
"G.P." Discussion-Gay Concerts 
9p.m. 
Karate Club 
Wrestling Room.Hill 
Centerr,7:30 p.m. 
·-=·~•-=d __ J 
East Tower-Sadie Hawkins 
Dance 
Towers Dining Hall,9 p.m.,Sky 
. Acres Band,Prize for best 
costume,admission 75 cents,free 
with East Tower card 
Old Time Silent Flicks with 
piano Accompaniment 
Crossroads,9,10,11 p.m.,free 
COMING ATTRACTIONS 
Winter Weekend 
Fri,Feh I 6,Dance with Irwin 
Sat.Feh 17 ,Richie Havens 
Film-"Klute" 
***********~* 
Cornell Studio 
Series to Open 
Two vastly different short 
plays will he offered in the 
Cornell University Theatre's first 
Studio Series production of the 
spring term when August 
Strindberg's STORM WEA TH ER 
:,nd Anlon.lC.'heKhov's.THE BOOR 
open on Saturday evening, 
February 15. /\ d d i t I o n a I 
performances ~!II_ he given in 
Drummond Studio m Llncoln llall 
February 16-18 and February 22-
'.!4. All h;1ve an 8: I 5 curtain. 
Tickets will go on public sale . 
for the plays on Thursday-:' 
February 8, 111 the Theatre Box 
Office. lower floor of Willard 
Straight Hall. Box Office hours 
will be I :!-J: 00 PM. Monday 
through Saturday. through 
February :!4. Telephone 
reservations may he made hy 
calling '.!56-5 165 during Box 
Office hours. All reservations 
must be paid or claimed by J:00 
PM the day of ticket date: on 
Saturday for the Sunday 
performance. 
Pl•n ahead for 
-Wint,, Wee/tend 
Have. dinner 
Fri or Sat nite 
at 
Georges 
- =--
I ----·· 11 
'"':GEORGE'S--=_ l1 ---·-NffAIMANf ANO lOUNOI' 
CORNER CAYUGA 
& GREEN ST. 
legal l1verages 
1•m-l•m 
By Doug Sahadi 
Remember the days when you 
would wake up on a Saturday 
morning at 8:00 A.M. and watch 
cartoons all day( or at least until 
the gang came over to fool 
around)? Think about it for a 
minute. If you were just like 
every normal kid who walked to 
streets backthen, you spent 
about one-quarter of your 
staying awake hours watching 
the tube. , 
Now, as another exercise, let's 
try to remember some- of those 
cartoons you would see on that 
typical Saturday. Between 7:00 
and 8 :00 a.m., the Farmer's 
Almanac would fill the 
air-waves. During this time, 
you'd probably just be getting 
out of bed and taking care of 
you morning chores. At 8:00 on 
N.B.C., you would probably be 
able to catch. Crusader 
Rabbit(and his tiger friend 
Rags). That would last u~til 
9:00 when either Spanky and 
the Gang or the East Side Kids 
show would take over your 
attention(depending upon where 
you lived). It was during the 
commercials between 9:00 and 
I 0:00 that you'd manage to get 
down a few eggs and some milk. 
At I 0:00, whom do you think 
took over the attention on 
almost all of the child viewing-
audience? None other than 
Sonny Fox (This was the show 
where children Wl)U)d compete 
for toys and games-just one 
step abqve Romper Room.) 
Finally, either Superman or 
Popeye would gather up your 
attention from 11 :30 till Noon. 
By one o'clock, you had 
finished eatmg lunch and then 
off you'd go with the gang for 
the rest of the day. 
Just think; pretty soon you'll 
probably be married and have 
childr~n ... and how do you think 
they'll spend their Saturdays? 
at's 
IC Believe it or Not 
By Ambrosia Potts 
BELIEVE IT OR NOT 
... Phys Ed is now holding free _ice skating lesson_s 
on the I.C. pond, and will continue to do so until 
it freezes. f u· 
If we had more dogs we could save on ert 1zer. 
:::Bob Perry is an honorary member of the rat 
pack. . . 
There is nothing wrong with the mail on campus 
that a little delivery won't cure. 
Our track team won't lose a meet next year. 
:::super Stud and The Mad Ear Rapist are being 
forced to leave. 
... Dog rugs are in. 
... On campus, the pill is being replaced with the 
reinforcement of M&M's. 
... The Physical Plant Maintenance Dept. is 
boycotting the Union Snack Bar in favor of 
"Crance's Coffee Shop". 
... Graduation is the B.S. you get for the B.S. you 
take. 
... I.C. is not a home for wayward Long Islanders . 
... Wonder when Physical Plant is going to marry 
their DA TSUNS, seems like they have been parked 
or going together long enough. 
... Every year, Physical Plant awards its employee 
of the year with a free lunch and a $10 plaque. 
Even with inspiration like this they have lacked a 
candidate in the past. 
... Pigeons disappeared on campus when C.M.l. 
started to serve chicken once a week. 
... Grad school is still "in the light" for senior 
psych. majors with guaranteed admission to 
Willard State . 
... There was a time when colleges were institutions 
of "higher learning" instead of "higher yearning". 
...If the proposal on commencement is adopted, 
graduating seniors will wear cap and bathing suit · 
so they may tread water during the ceremony on 
the football field. 
... The chairman, vice-chairman, and the secretary 
of the "Staff" Council are 'members of the 1.c: 
"Administration". 
. .. The design of the terrace dorms was taken from 
a de-railed passenger train. 
... Most administrators like coffee. Those with 
secretaries like it twice as much. 
... The new partition in the Union Snack Bar helps 
to keep the smell of (food) from those in the 
dining area. 
... Some of the community consider the progress of 
our Maintenance Department typical to that of the 
Clock in the Snack Bar. 
... After our recent visit by "The Amazing Kreskin" 
there are so many students walking around with a 
dazed look on their faces you can hardly tell them 
from the faculty. 
... The main reason for the new partition in the 
Union Snack Bar is to discourage the constant rip 
off of ·food, etc. But they can't catch you if they 
can't see you. 
... There was at one time guaranteed tuition at 
Ithaca College. 
... The concept of the Terrace dorms came from a 
derailed passenger train. 
... The officers of the Staff Council are not staff 
members. 
... Although the P.A. building serves people and 
not food, it could be called a "hash house." 
... After our recent visit by the "Amazing Kreskin" 
there are so many students walking around with 
dazed looks · on their -faces, you can hardly 
distinguish them from faculty. 
... The Admistration will find a good place for the 
money they saved by switching to C.M.I. Since 
they haven't reduced 04r board, maybe they will 
"buy Bromo-Seltzer" . 
... Last week's recognition is directed to the 
students who have stopped their unauthorized 
parking almost_ completely. They , still park in 
restricted areas, but only on cold, wet, and windy 
days when they know safety won't get out of their 
warm cars to give tickets. 
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NOTES 
VATZLAV 
"Vatzlav," a satirical play by Slawomir Mrozek, will be presented 
Tuesday, Feb. 13, for two performances at the Ithaca College Main 
Theatre in the Performing Arts Building. The public is invited to 
attend either at 4 or 8: 15 p.m. free of charge. 
"Vatzlav" is directed by Candace Wiesner for the Senior Directing 
program under the guidance of Prof. Firman H. Brown Jr. · 
CROSSROADS WORKSHOP {)N ANIMATION 
As part of the New Crafts Night in the Crossroads, an· informal 
workshop on animation will begin on Thursday, February 15 at 8:00 
p.m. The workshop, led by Bob Hanford (TV-R '74) will include the 
showing of an animated cartoon followed by a discussion and 
demonstration on the processes involved. With sufficient student 
.se"sponse the workshop will conclude with the actual production of 
an animated film. All that is needed to participate are a pad of 
pa~er, a pencil ~nd a little imagination. 
DINNER 
Hillel is.sponsoring a Deli Supper on Sun. Feb. 18 at 5:00. It will 
be held in the DeMott Room. Make your reservations by Monday 
the 12th atX3323. 
WORLD OF FREDRICK CHOPIN 
This Saturday at 9:30a.m. on "The World of Music," host Henry 
Kavett features the music of Fredrick Chopin-Genius of the 
keybojlrd. Also on the program will be Joseph Tague of the School 
of Music's Piano Department. Tague offers interesting musical 
experiences. 
BEATLES--RO LLING STONES WEEKEND 
The best music· of the Beatles and Rolling Stones can be heard all 
weekend on WICB-AM. Starting Friday at 6:00p.m. MUSIC 61 will 
begin 39 hours of exclusive Rolling Stones and Beatles music. 
Requests will be taken and albums are to be given away. WICB-AM 
can also be heard at I 06 FM on the Ithaca Cable System. 
PERCUSSION 
Music composed especially for percussion instruments will be played 
in a Walter Ford Hall concert at 8:15 p.m. Thursday, Feb. 15. The 
event is free to the public. . 
Director William Youhass of the Music School faculty will lead the 
Ithaca College Percussion Ensemble in the performance which opens 
with Gardner Read's Los Dias Aztecas. The seven short pieces, based 
on mythical lore, describe vividly the various Aztec gods and 
goddesses. · 
The enseml}~e ~jll al~o. pla}'. .Fiy~ Perspectives for Percussion by 
George Andrix, a former Ithaca College teacher now residing in 
Canada. 
Completing the program ·are Reginald Brindle's Aurigia, a work of 
unconventional notation, and William Duckworth's A Whispering 
written primarily for mallett instruments and based on an l ~th 
century book entitled "The Sacred Harp." 
ORIGINAL COMPOSITIONS CONCERT 
An original compositions concert will be presented by the Ithaca 
College chapter of Kappa Gamma Psi at 8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Feb. 13. 
The annual program of student works, which will take place at 
Walter Ford Hall, is open to the public free of charge. 
Three prizes are offered by the national music fraternity for the best 
new pieces written by students enrolled at the School of Music. 
They will be judged in concert by a panel of faculty members 
including Karel Husa as chairman, Mary Arlin, Jack Bullock, 
Malcolm Lewis, Robert Schmidt and William Youhass. 
Entries which will be performed Tuesday evening are A ''Birdfish" 
Tale by Frank Sacci ·II, Essay: On the Development of Pythagorus 
by Walter Hom, Pontoons in the Lagoons by Jim Wacker, Rondo for 
B flat Clarinet and Piano by Jordan Spivak, Quartet for Saxophone 
by Antr..0ny Gerbino and At a Window by Barbara Froman. 
ITHACA COLLEGE WCIC-TV CHANNEL 7 
TV SCHEDULE FOR SUNDAY EVENING FEB. 11, 1973 
8:00-8:30 The Great Snowmobile Caper-film 
8:30-9:00 The Art o_f Fraud; Followed By Interview With Host Bob 
Igor, and Local Talent, Discussing Community Hocum. 
9:00-9:30 Boynton's News-news as interpreted by Boynton School 
students. 
9:30-10:00 Horizons Deep Horizons Wide-Amer. Petrol Society film 
10:00-10:30 Carbones 
BUBFVFFMAKESMU~C 
"BUB FUF MAKES MUSIC", is a FOLK-ROCK TV special to be 
produced at WCIC, ITHACA COLLEGE TV STUDIOS. The special 
will be taped on two consecutive Saturdays, Feb. 10, and Feb. 17, 
from 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM TV studio I. BUB FUF, is made up of 
four musicians, Walton Amey, Brian-Keane, Stephen Schneider, and 
Harry. 
The production will be directed by Marc Goodman (Bertles). All 
members of the Ithaca College community are welcome to view the 
taping session in studio I of the performing arts building. 
SAVE 
UP TO 30% 
Discount 
Beverages-
t ON NAME BRAND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS CONTACT: 
Triangle Assoc,ates 
P.O. Bo>c 3 · 
at 
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Aurora. N.Y. 13026 
1 ·315·364~527 
/ 
· (Across from MacDonald's) 
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Winter Weekend Features .Havens 
By Robby Morse 
This year for Winter Weekend Ithaca College 
will be host to the phenomenal Richie Havens. The 
concert will take place in the B,en Light Gym on 
February 17 at 8:00 p.m. Tickets can be 
purchased in the Union. The first I 000 tickets will 
cost $3.50 a piece and $4.00 thereafter. Each 
s t u d e n t c a_ n b u y t w o t i c k e t s w i t h 
an l.D. card so ask your friends who 
are not members of the l.C. community to come 
to our college for a Grade "A" concert. 
Richie Havens is a world reknowned guitarist 
and singer. He has played for audiences all over the 
world, filling their ears with understanding and a 
sense of unity. He is a pacifist who wants to bring 
hope and empathy to.his listeners. 
open with his emotions and said in one interview, 
"What I want to do is communicate with people 
on a basic level, to help bring them together." 
Havens accomplishes this the best way he knows 
how, . .through music. "Music is really just a 
symbol of something larger." 
In his youth Havens lived in the ghettoes of 
New York and dropped out of high school. His 
family was poor and Havens left them at the age of 
seventeen. He felt that there were other 
experiences for him in other places with new 
people. He is a great admirer of people and wants 
to help them through his music. 
Before his first album release in 1966, "Mixed 
Bag", Havens resided in the village where he taught 
himself how to play the guitar. Since then he 
has done concerts in San Francisco, Philadelphia, 
Los Angeles, and New York as well as other cities 
all over the world. He does concerts for chanty 
and free concerts as well. He played at Woodstock. 
and in Boston last summer for the series of free 
concerts on the common called "Summer Thing". 
Last year he performed at Cortland College. 
Because of weather conditions he arrived late but 
made up the inconvenience of waiting by playing 
ingeniously for a solid hour and half. The 
concert was definitely a worth-while experience 
and I recommend everybody see him here on 
February 17. 
Richie Havens wants people to disover what 
they are doing here, why they are here, and most 
important he wants to be happy while we are here. 
He says it's the only place to be- and now is the 
time for ··finding out". Why don't you find out 
what he has to say? .... .it might help you out. 
=~************~~~·~·~ ..................... _,:. 
THE POSEIDON ADVENTURE 
By Cathy Lynch 
Irwin Allen has once again come up from the 
depths to offer his faithful audience another 
action- packed sea tale. However, The Poseidon 
Adventure isn't as fishy as some watered down 
plots we've seen, lt is a tense, finely drawn drama 
and well deserves all the praise it has been 
receiving. 
Granted, it is a bit reminiscent of Airport with 
its star-studded cast, but as entertainment it' rates 
highly superior to Airport. All of the name actors 
deliver very convincing portrayals, despite the fact 
that they arc stereotypes for the most part. Many 
of the lines were jaded but done so cleverly that 
the audience never realized it. 
There is the necessary disconnected exposition 
in the beginning of this fine flick, hut once into 
the plot, everyone in the theatre is on the edge of 
his seat. lt 1s extremely easy to sympathize with 
the characters on screen, but it must also be 
remembered that even the stars can die in this one: 
Technically, the movie was a joy; simple, but 
effective, in spots, as well as complex. The 
audience gets no feeling of a toy ship putting 
about in a bathtub. We see a titanic wave capsize 
an ocean liner and never doubt it. 
Gene Hackman docs a fine job as the rebellious 
clergyman who takes control and Red Buttons 
again proves to us that he can be a sensitive 
serious actor. Plaudits also go to Shelley Winters: 
of course, who did more for her part than just gain 
forty pounds. 
In summary, the best that can be said is to head 
down and catch The Poseidon Adventure. It comes 
highly recommended. 
We see mangled metal exploding rooms, 
relentless rising water-along with tender and 
comical moments. The delicate direction blends 
horror and humor and allows us to consider what 
we might do in a similar situation. 
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WORDS 
By Rob Patterson 
The Dead Book Hank Harrison, Links, 180 pp. 
$3.95 
The subtitle of this interesting book is "a social 
history of the Grateful Dead", which describes it's 
subject well. The few additional notes I'll make 
can be gleaned from a casual perusal of this 
square-shaped book. First and most important to 
realize is that the Grateful Dead being discussed 
hertin are not Just those six musicians at cancer.ts. 
Nor are they just those six plus the two temporary 
members. The Grateful Dead in this quilt-history, 
covering 1959 to I 971 on the abscissa and San 
Mateo to Auvcrs on the ordinate, arc Gladstone 
Odduck, Bob Hunter, Joplin, Kerouac, Cassady, 
Merlin, Bill Graham, and others. Also included is a 
double-sided 33 1/3 RPM acetate soundsheet of 
Neal Cassady at the grand opening of the Straight 
Th eater, Sept. 196 7 with the Dead playing 
prankster music in the back. 
The Vassar Bible ed. Chamberman, DD and 
Feldon, PhD, 1256 pp. $? 
Mis.'!es Chamberman and Feld.on have created an 
abridgement of the King James version that not 
only has helpful annotations but interesting 
interpretations of the familiar texts. The Vassar 
version ha~ transformed the dry teachings of the 
ancients into colorful adventures wit4 meaning 
and importance to us all, even in this daynage. 
Childhood's End Arthur C. Clarke, Ballantine, 22 
pp. S 1.25 
Many sci-fi classics have just been re-released for 
the company's anniversary; this is one. Don't let 
any suspicions about the company's motives put 
you off, this is a top-drawer classic, written in 
Clarke's stiff-upper-lip style. The plot is similar to 
"200 I : A Space Odyssey" in its concern with the 
.fate of the human race under the control-guidance 
of a race of super-intelligent extra-terrestrials, but 
the resolution is focus-perfect. 
Meadow Court 
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MUSIC 
Rac)OIID RllYl•W 
By Robert Patterson 
The second Mahavishnu 
Orchestra album Birds of Fire, is 
more sure of itself with less 
ICKEY'S 
MUSIC STORE 
201 S. Tiog_a St 
Ithaca, N.Y. 
272-8262 
room for criticism. The first, 
Inner Mou ~-ting FI am ei 
was a fine album, an example 
of an excellent group making an 
album as only they could, but it 
was not their best effort. Birds 
of Fire goes beyond "Flame", 
still retaining the extremely tight 
and energetic interplay, but 
adding song structures more 
independent and varied. 
The album exhibits textural 
control that allows abruptness, 
fluidity, tension, eclecticism, 
and precision without resulting 
in chaos or scatology. The only 
complaints possible are not 
actually against what this album 
is, but against what it is not, i.e. 
a double album (hardly to be 
expected) released months ago. 
The opening title cut is most 
reminiscient of "Flame" with 
the watery twelve string, the 
violin for orchestral fullness, and 
whirling organ under/between 
the melody and solos. Jerry 
Goodman does some fine finger 
pluckin' set off against Jan 
Hammer's piano on Miles 
Beyond (Miles Davis). Celestial 
Terrestrial Commuters is a short, 
catchy, complex number closely 
followed by the twenty-one 
second electronic Sapphire 
Bullets of Pure Love. Goodman 
and McLaughlin match each 
other note for note in Sanctuary 
even on the long sustained notes 
that _ McLaugh!in holds on his 
guitar without fading or 
wavering; rather a lyrical tune at 
that. 
There are four more 
University 
Delicatessen g 24-hours 
e daily 
n College 
400 Ave. 
SAB AND WINTER 
WEEKEND COMMITTEE 
PRESENT IN CONCERT 
SAT. Feb. 17th Ben .light Gym 
First 1000 Tickets tit $.3.SO /2 per IC ID ) 
Tickets available F eh. 5th 
Egbert Union, Mayers, Midtown 
compositions (all- by 
McLaughlin, as usual) which are 
not or could not be developed, 
including one country and one 
classical acoustic. Then there 
remains the longest studio cut 
One Word which has something 
from everyone; Billy "The 
Smile" Cobham drums an 
excellent solo,Rick Laird has a 
bass solo, Hammer takes.on-e on 
Moog ( very ~on-sensationai for 
most Moog solos) and then joins 
Goodmr, and McLaughlin for a 
frenetic rotation of lightning 
riffs. Taken as a whole. these ten 
songs comprise a superlative 
album by five musicians who are 
rarely equalled in skill and more 
rarely in unity. 
RECORD REVIEW 
By Barry King 
Not Till Tomorrow;Ralph 
McTell;Warner Bros. There are 
quite a number of new folk 
artists currently getting 
attention, and a definite 
contender for top honours is 
Ralph McTell. Although he is 
from England, many of his songs 
suggest themes common to us 
here in the States. 
Side one opens up with the 
song of his that is getting the 
most play on the airwaves at this 
moment, "Zimmerman Blues". 
M cT ell makes an obvious 
reference to Bob Dylan, and this 
may be because McTell feels, as 
with Dylan, that he has traveled 
a long hard road to success. The 
lyrics suggest that he wishes he 
could regain some of the things 
he may have lost in the process. 
"When I Was A Cowboy" 
took hold of me instan'tly. 
Always one who could dig the 
scenes of the Old West, McTeil 
conjures a fantasy wlrereby he 
becomes a part of that past. Its 
sung in the Western style, and 
between. McTell and a little ole 
harmonica present in the song, 
you'd swear it was recorded out 
on the plains. 
Another song that bears 
attention of first playing is 
."Birdman". The song is about~ 
George Jackson. Through 
effective work on slide guitar_ 
and a slightly echoed vocal, 
McTell conveys what a slice of 
hell prison must have been for 
RECORDS, 
REVIEWED 
HERE 
AVAILABLE AT 
MIDTOWN RECORDS 
Jackson. However. just as 
equally conveyed is the courage 
the man had while locked in jail. 
Some of the lyrics are /You can 
kill me if you can/But the last 
thing you need is another dead 
men/I swear that death:'·won't 
. kill my rage/It'll take more to 
hold my tongue./ You really 
have to listen to catch what is 
being said, but its worth the 
endeavor. 
"Barges" is the son$ that 
begins side two, and it deeply 
expresses the feelings and scenes 
that the leather-skilled boatmen 
along England's canals must 
experiencer It _paints a -picture 
that is very moving. 
Something that a lot of us 
must have felt at one time or 
anothr Something that a lot of 
us must have felt at one time or 
another is contained within 
"Standing Down In New York". 
It opens with /Hey buddy can 
you spare some change/Me and 
my lady trying to get back to 
Detroit/ They're ripping off the 
customers/The ship is 
sinking/ And everyone's moving 
out. After listening to the song 
see 1f the mood may relate with 
yours. New .York is a drag. 
This is a fine album, The 
instrumental work is excellent. 
Production by Tony Visconti 
couldn't be better. And most 
importantly, Ralph .'McTell 
writes some mighty good .songs. 
Pick up on it. 
Frida) an<l Satun.la~: 
3-7 p.rn. 
l\1ost 
Mixed Drink, 50( 
P i t ch t.· r o f Bu <l - $1.00 
Daily Specials 
Beer 25c 
until 7P.M. 
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By Bill Henk 
SANDY DENNY--A&;?4 
Sometimes (too often in fact) 
artists of exceptional talents and 
makers of extraordinary· :music 
pass us by- without o~ ever 
grasping the beauty .and/or 
. energy which they have to offei:. 
The problems of marketing, 
:pro'moting and publicizing talent 
(and even good talent)' these 
days has been multiplied·several 
times over by an ever-increasing 
over abundance of competitive 
product. Even the most 
dedicated of disc jockeys are 
finding it increasingly impossible 
to keep up with the massive 
pounds of platter released each 
week. And so it's really no 
wonder that many of us are 
caught unaware-that is until 
someone stands up to point out 
·just what it is that we've missed. 
I'm sure too that many of you 
also own albums which you 
consider to be precious and 
gem-like and yet which, to your 
surprise, go unnoticed, unknown 
and unfortunately unheard to 
the majority of your friends and 
acquaintances. Maybe you're the 
RIICO"D RIEVlllW. 
By Barry King 
Who Do We Think W~ Are; 
Deep Purple; Warner Bros. I~side 
of the cover of Deep P.'tirple's 
latest album is a collection of 
various headlines that the group 
has make throughout the past 
few years, along with some 
statements from the band. This 
is a good idea, and well-timed, as 
more people than ever are 
craving hard hitting mus1e .that 
gets it on. 
This new album certainly 
shouldn't be a disappointment 
to those who have been wearing 
the grooves off of Machine 
Bead, their previous album. _As 
hoped for and expected. the new 
lp consists of high energy. welf 
recorded rock and roll. Also in 
line with Machine Head, there 1s 
a minimun number of songs 
present here, and none are less 
than five minutes in length. save 
one. 
So what you do is scoot back 
home with a fresh copy uf this 
album, flip it on the old 
turntable and turn it up loud, to 
concert hall volume, if po'ssible. 
Driving .licks from guitarist 
Ritchie Blackmore and a strong 
bass line from Roger Glover fill 
the room. And I mean fill· it. 
Then in come the vocals "Fly 
into the rising sun/ ·faces. 
smiling everyone/She is a. wnole 
new tradition/I feel it in my 
heart/My woman from Tokyo/". 
Ian_ Gillian, the man leaning hard 
on those vocals, sang the part of 
Jesus on the original record 
Jesus Christ, Superstar. · Well, 
Jesus never sounded so good! 
"Mary Long is a hypocrite" 
- begins the next song on the 
album. Although the song is 
technically good, I don't care~all 
: . 
that much for the overall lyrics. 
They sound a little too Top 40 
Radio. However. I'm sure that it 
will carry you along lo the next 
song in good fashion. '"Super 
Trouper", which is the short<'\! 
song on the album packs a hell 
of a I o t i n t o t w o 111 in u t t's 
fifty-six seconds. Some ,pt·c1:il 
effects are evident 111 till' 
instrumenta11on. and a, lht· 
cosmic traveller become, l<hl to 
memory. the word, e,pla111 ··1 
was living 111 a rod, an<I 1011 
sky/I wa, :1 king. hc'a\'~ lln 1h,· 
style/ llow wl'il Yllll f..nll\\ 
me/'I ou·ve ,,·en lllL' c'I~ I .1111 ''"' 
a shadO\\/fn a lllc'f.. .ind 1t1II 
sky/."" f'11,· ,on!,! lhat 11111,h,·, ,1111 
the ,11k ha, 10 h,· on,·"' l'rn pk", 
Jll·tllllC h,•,t. ··S11101>lh l),lllc'L'I .. 
1, e-..:c,·lknt 111 c'\c·r~ 1,•,pc'c'l. l.111 
Pa1,·t· Jlhl f..t·,·p, pu111p111g 11!.11 
drum ,t·I and "rg.1111,1 .Ion I"'" 
tear, the ,on!,! .1par1 d111111g th,· 
break. 
Lord ,1ho dllt', ,·,,·L'lk111 
keyboard worf.. on .. Rat B.1; 
Blut'". th,· ,ong lhal lc·ad, nll 
~ilk lwo Although 1111, ,ong 
dot'~n ·1 girt· th a,_ 111 ud1 :1, .1 1,1 m 
a, ~ome of !Ill' 01h,·r ,ong,. 11 
mainta111, J hard 1.i,·f..111g ,1yk 
'"Place 111 l.111,· ·· " ont· ol I h, 1s,· 
d e e p I y "' n g . h , .. 1 \ ~ I> I u ,. , 
number, that ,lo\\\ dm\ n th,· 
pace a little. hut Iha! 1110\c', 
along 111..:cly 111 llll' 1111ddk .. ind 
feature~ ,ome fin<' hlu,·, h,·f.., h\ 
Blackmore. t\, tor lh,· la;, 
song,"Our LJdy··. 1h,·1,··, 
absolutely no rcJ,011 lor ii 
except that ih a gr<'al ,ong lo 
listen lo when you·r<· hurnt·d 
out. 
If things have been dull. Jnd 
not working out. pick up th1~ 
album,. get high. and things will 
soon change. 
the proud owner of an lp(s) by 
the Electric Flag, United States 
of America, Love Circus 
Maximus, Spooky Tooth (who 
are·, currently reforming}, Moby 
Grape,· the Flying Burrito 
Brothers, Velvet Underground, 
Steve Gillette, Gordon Bok, or 
any number of others. Or maybe 
your current favorites include 
Joy of Cooking, Leo Kottke, 
. Randy Newman, Bonnie Baitt or 
Valerie Simpson and you find 
yourselves continually n'tystified 
when their current masterpiece 
just does not sell. 
Well, already I've done a bit 
more plugging than I'd planned 
to do. I think you get the idea. 
Because, you see, the artist 
whom 1 really want to plug 
today is that incredible lady of 
finery, Sandy Denny. It's most 
important, I think, that I tell 
you about this vocalist 
ext raordinaire. because she'~ 
neither new to the record111g 
mdustry nor haVL' she or ht·r 
hand dbhandcd and/or departed 
from the 111us1,· ,cene. 
In pnll1 Y<'ar~ ~he·, ,hown h,·r 
merit by lc•,1d111g th,· Bn11,h 
lll\:1'1011 ,if folf..-rock,•1,. 
I-' ,I I r p ll I I (' ll 11 \ c' II I I O II ,I 11 d 
I' o I h ,. r I II !! ,I ~ II L' I , I 11 , ll > I h 
,o.1nnµ. nl'i1 ,, .. ,011.1111 \lite·,· h.1, 
,·arncd h,·1 .1 r.111f..1ng .1111<111µ lh,· 
< 011111,,·, \lilc'h,·11, .111d B.1,·1,·, 
Ill lh,· \\1>rld ll( lhc· lc'lll,lk 
\,1,·.il1,1 \nd ~,·1 d,·,p11,· .ill "' 
1h1,. 111<"' "' 11s h.n ~ 111s1 p.1ss,·d 
h,·1 I,~ ("'\\,·II )L',ill ,111,· I'\,· 
h,·.11d ,>I I ,IIIJ'••I I ( ,111\c'llllt1II 
I 0\ ,_. llhl Ill'\ ,·1 11.1d I II,· c'l1.111c·,· I, I 
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sit down and listen to one of 
their records."} Even when Judy 
Collins came out with some 
"Denny" original entitled "Who 
Knows Where The Times Goes", 
most of us failed to make any 
connection between the two. 
More than that, we've already 
missed out on one chance for 
reprieve this third time around. 
Just over a year ago the lady 
released her first solo Ip, "The 
North Star Grassman and the 
Raven". But to no avail.. 
Thankfully though, Sandy 
Denny's not a vengeful woman. 
For despite all that we've done 
( or not done) to her, she's· 
rewarded us with an album too 
perfect for mere words. Magic, 
captive and enthralling is the 
work of "Sandy" A true 
masterpiece. If this album won't 
make her the star some of us 
already K!1°0W she IS, then 
nothing will 
"Sandy" 1s truly Sandy 
Denny', album. Eight of the ten 
song~ included are her own. The 
,ongs .Jre given a lolky treatment 
(with h;iss and drums backup) in 
lhc' u,ual Bnt1~h traditional 
llavonng. I op1cally. the ,ongs 
c'llllc,•111 1h,·111st·lve, with sailors. 
!!~ P''"'· w,·ddmg, and other 
·'""rIL'd ,lol'k I nglt,h ballad 
lhc'lllL's \lo,! llllJ'llrl,1111 lhOll!!h, 
'-;.111d~ ·, ,l\,11111!,! \I\IL'L' 1, ,a, a, 
slillll~ .111tl lc'"lll,1111 .1, L'\'c'r. I hi, 
ts tlllL' ,tlhtllll .llld I\IIL' l.1dy lh,11 
\\111ild 1,!l,1,·,· .il111,1s1 .111y1>11L'·, 
c•>II,•, lillll. II .ilic',lll~ l,!l',lc'L'' 
IIIIIIL' 
MUSK: 
To the Ithaca College Student Volunteers 
who bring so much help 
to the children in our schools-
OUR 
WARMEST THANKS-
hom the Ithaca City School District. 
National Volunteer Week-February 12th thru the 16th 
( TURN LEFT LEAVING ITHACA COLLEGE - 11/, MILES) 
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DIVINE LIGHT this Word that one meditates 
even whert in a wakeful state. 
When things get rough and they 
start feeling down, it is the Word 
t h a t the.y fall back on and it 
gets them through the problem. 
continued from page 3 
basic terms. That they cannot 
agree upon what it is that has 
been experienced is due to the 
limitations of material language 
and communication. How does 
one communicate the taste of an 
apple? One can describe it as 
much as one wants, but it has to 
be experienced to be really 
understood. Ask anyone what an 
apple tastes like and you will get 
just as many answers as people 
you ask. You get a good mental 
picture of how it will taste, but 
you have to taste it for yourself 
in order to judge it. 
The four basic terms used to 
describe the experience of th" 
Kno_wledge are Word, Light, 
Music and Nectar. 
The Word is the name of God. 
The Hare Krishna people believe 
it to be just that-Hare Krishna, 
or Rama. Other religions have 
their own name. The devotees of 
Maharaj Ji say one receives the 
Word when one receives the 
Knowledge and that it is upon 
The Light is that blinding 
light which is most prominent in 
all scriptures and in works of 
people such as Saint Augustine 
who is said tolfave received the 
Knowledge as it is borne out in 
his writings. It is the 'light of the 
world', the lamp unto (one's) 
feet, the light which fills one's 
'whole body' as is written in the 
Bible. One first sees this great 
light when one receives the 
Knowledge, and one need not 
have sight to see this Light. It is 
such a light, being the light of 
the Lord, that even blind people 
can see it, and see it just as 
sighted people do. 
· Music and Nectar 
The Music and the Nectar 
were the hardest to understand 
in that one could not envision a 
Music that you can hear, like the 
Word, 24 hours a day. Or a 
Nectar that flows from the 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
Specializing in 
ALL SMOKERS' SUPPLIES 
PAPER BOUND BOOKS 
PIPE REPAIRS 
MAGAZINES 
NEWSPAPERS 
Next to Strand Theater 
Look for the orange awnings 
~18 E. STATE ST. 
•'1t--"'-~ -1 . •ro"'•• 
Weekend 
Feb 9,10,11 
crown ·of- the head down 
throughout the body, a Nectar 
that can be tasted even when 
one does not put it into one's 
mouth. It is said that this Nectar 
has been 'harnessed' by yogis 
who have sat in caves for years 
without needing to eat merely 
by meditating on the Nectar. 
That is what we were told 
comprised the basis of the 
Knowledge. Which is nice 
enough, but how would it affect 
me? Citing the Perfection of His 
Knowledge, we were reassured 
that it could not possibly affect 
us adversely. What would 
happen would be that our ego 
would be 'shut-up'. It would still 
be there but we would.not listen 
to it anymore. We would lose 
our selfishness. We would lose 
materialistic tendencies for we 
would see the Perfection of this 
permanent Knowledge and 
realize the impermanency of all 
else. That is not to say we would 
not continue to have material 
things, only that we would not 
let material things, like a car, 
have any .control over us. For 
example, if someone came up to 
you and chopped off your hand, 
you might get a bit upset. But 
the Knowledge shows you will 
continue to exist even if you 
have lost your hand, leg or even 
body. So why worry about 1t? 
You lose your attachment for 
material tlungs, even though you 
do not give them up. per sc. 
Individuality Not Lost 
Tlus 1, not to say that you 
lose your ,cit-identity, your 
individualism by joining. as they 
,111alogi7ed 1t the ·~vcr· of this 
'primordial energy'. One retain, 
one\ own 111terc~b. one', own 
profic1L'nL·iL'S. One dtlL'S 
L'Xpener1<.:c ,uhtk change, 111 
philosophy a~ one 1s ·ml'llowed" 
hy the K nowkdge of Perfection. 
hut 011L' doL'Sll't heL"lllllL' ;r 
prll!,!ra111111L·d 10111hre or ,1 repe.it 
ol all thL· llthL"I devotL'L'S The 
11c·,1pk .it thL" L'L'lltL'I ho1e thh 
OUt J"wo \\c'IL' Vc'ry llltO lllUSii.:. 
Ollc" hL"lll!,! ,111 L'\L"c•lknt !.!Ult,1n,t. 
thL· other .1 llutht On-c w.1, .1 
·, OlllL'd ,a'n ·. 011L' girl w.i, .1 
normal clllh:ge girl rl1ey were 
:111 drst111L"t hu111.111 he111g, 
Your l1IL'·stylc llCL'd not 
change. Ynu c·:111 go on he111!.! .i 
stt1Lk11t. .1 pol1trL·1.111. a phy,;i:·,st 
or Wh.1teVL'r you ,k~1rL' \II Ile 
a~i.., " that you lo,e h1111 and 
,how tl11, love hy mcdrtat111g on 
this perfect Knov.lcdge wlrn:h 
He ha~ brought you. One often 
finds such perfection; such 'bliss' 
as they put it, that one devotes 
all his time to furthering the 
Knowledge, but it need not be 
so. 
It was Neil who observed that 
although they were spending all 
their time and all their well 
earned money propagating the 
Knowledge, they had nothing, 
really, to do with spreading the 
Knowledge. It was so perfect, he 
said, that it ju~t spreads itself. It 
is like an operation. Neil is 
merely the instrument of God, 
the scalpel that He needs to 
perform the task that He has set 
out to do. Eventually, Maharaj Ji 
is certain that he will get the 
Knowledge to everyone. He has 
said that He will bring- peace to 
this world, through this 
Knowledge and that it is just a 
matter of time before everyone 
will want to receive it. The 
Knowledge, you see, is given, 
completely free with no catch, 
to anyone who is ready to 
receive it. The world, Maharaj Ji 
asserts, is ready now and that is 
why he, or He, has come. 
The Changing Of Ages · 
Every scripture talks of 
change of age which is to occur 
very soon, we were told. Be it 
from Pisces to Aquarius, Silver 
to Gold, or some other name, 
they asserted the 'vibration level 
of the planet' is about to change 
and change drastically. At each 
change in Age, a Perfect Master 
has come to ready the world. 
5,000 years ago it was Krishna. 
But the world was not ready to 
r cc e Ive the Knowledge_ 
2. 0 0 0 y e a rs a g o i t 
wa, Christ and only a few were 
ready. Now. the Guru says the 
world is ready and needs to b,~ 
prepared for this greatest of. all 
change~ of age. As he explains 1t. 
the f1r~t age was one of four 
parts purl' light Then came 3 
part, light and one part 
darknes,. Then 2 and 2. Now we 
are JI one part light Jnd three 
p.irts darkness. However. the 
change 1, not to go to total 
da,knc,,. hut to return to full 
light. rim i,; a much greater step 
than 111 any previous change, a 
change we must be readied for. 
They cite the many i.:alamities of 
rci.:en t weeks. sui.:h as the 
THE COL 
a-
See 
'. i. ; . ' . ~ , ·>--;"' .. 
N'.ica raguan . earthquakes,. ~-tie 
~aths -of two ex-President{llicl 
predictions by seismologistsJ,t 
rgor~ calamities this year/:u; 
eyjd~nce of the great disrupti~ 
o"f ttte planet. That is why he:is 
h'ere}; He is here to give everyone 
this everlasting Knowledge as 
quicJdy as possible, before the 
great. upheaval. What exactly the 
upheaval ·will entail· they don't 
know, but He is here to prepare 
us all for it. 
· All of which is pretty heavy 
stuff; We looked out the window 
and it was dark. It was 6:30. We 
had ·been there for over three 
~ours talking without realizing 
it. We then ate a vegetarian 
dinner, which they eat merely as 
a· house rule, having found that 
meat, eggs and fish disturb their 
meditation. Then in the evening 
some kids from the town came 
to h!!ar Satsang just as WC had. 
At eleven o'clock, the devotees 
held ·a simple worship service, in 
song-; for the Lord, which they 
perform in English at night and 
in "Hindu in the morning. 
Midnight came, and as we went 
to sleep, my rommate remarked 
to me, "It seems as if we've only 
been· here a half-hour." Maybe 
we had. 
A Question 
We returned to Ithaca, early 
~unday, with a great question to 
answer-Whether or not to 
r~ceive the Knowledge? My 
roommate will have to answer 
the question himself, but I know 
that I will. For the Knowledge 
does_. not change one's religon, it 
will strengthen it, being the basis 
of all religions. And one does 
not have to accept the 
Knowledge as the truth one one 
has received it, one can also 
reject it. The Maharaj Ji however 
dares anyone to show anyone a 
greater truth than His. So if I 
have-any faith in my Lord, what 
have 1 to be agraid of or lose?' 
A mahatma (a disciple) wil~ be 
1~ Fa·yettcville on February:°14: to 
~ve the_ Knowledge. F\1r,tp.e,r 
mt~rmat10:1 can be obtained ,by, 
calhng 273-8455. · 
A f~ture article will relate t.ti~. 
ex penence of receiving the 
Knowledge and living with it, · 
; . • • 
Mozarls Comedy .Smash -'Hl.1 ___  
II Women All Do IT" ... ·,_--:, 
or.,l 'Jo,fl~-~ 
wilh Or~hesJra ,J.n En9hsh 
.Ca11ffch.lll1 O~ra C~ny 
Bailey Hall, ~ekruarr, 16 
8:/5 pm , Tickel-s on sail! qf 
Lincoln ll~Q . . "lickel. .()ffiee , 
c2s, ~.s11,4J .sruo~r 01scou11; 
a;t \ ~.. •, ':'.: .,;,, • 
..... 
, 
.. 
~ 
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T.V. and Sports 
By Terry Segal in a sport is through national 
exposure on television. Let's 
examine just what television 
meant to a selected few. 
Swifflmers Victorious 
For those of you who sat 
through the recent NBA All-Star 
Game, the probability is that 
you were inundated by 
commercials in the first half It 
appeared that every five minutes 
somebody came on .to sell spark 
plugs, two edged razors or some 
other invaluable commodity. 
Chances are it irritated you, but 
like mosquitoes you'll have to 
live with it.. For without 
commercials there's no television 
and no television means no NBA 
All-Star Game. 
AFL football hit the big time 
when NBC decided to pick up 
the league a few years back. 
Prior to that, AFL football was 
televised by ABC (at that time a 
much weaker and Jess popular 
network than now) at a 
wretched time on Sunday. A 
large following nationally was 
not possible until the league 
received better exposure. Along 
came NBC with games broadcast 
at logical times and the rest is 
history. 
. ·, 
i 
By Qave Rives : 
The Ithaca College Swimmers 
enjoyed their most productive 
week of the season so far ·with' 
victories over both Cortland and 
Lock Haven, to even their record 
at 4-4. Co-capt. Jim StahI:came 
a w a y f r o m t h e w ~: e k:' s 
competition with 20 points a~d 
a new all-time scoring mark of 
307 pts.,breaking the old iecord 
of 296 points set by ·1970 
graduate Dave Roberts,: who 
swam 4 years. Stahl has ~ year 
and a half left in competition. 
"Stahl has done an outsta'nding 
job for this team so· far," 
remarked varsity coacli B'ill 
Ware. "He should continue-:to do 
well the rest of this year; and 
next year as a major s~ori~g 
threat." 
Stahl wasn't the,only 
outstanding performer ~f. the 
week. Against Lock Haven; Craig 
Ross, who has been ···doing 
amazing things in the' pqol 
·lately, came through with his 
first I.C. victory in the , I 000 
Free. He later added his second 
victory in the 500 Free, giving 
him ten points for the .nig~t. 
"Ross is doing an outstanding 
job for us so far," comntent~d 
coach Ware, "He has givpn .:.us 
good depth in the distance free 
styles." •. 
Cortland 
I.C. captured 8 of I r. ffrst 
place spots plus the final re.fay to 
easily down the Red Dragons by 
67-46. Jim Stahl took 3 ."firsts, 
two just one event apart,.fn the 
200 I.M., 200 Back, and' 200 
Breast.· Stahl now holds- the 
record for most individual P,oints 
scored in a meet and ;mo.st 
individual wins, along witij·Bud 
Rimbault, who scored 13 poirits 
' ~. 
·- ', 
We're Olea~-{ 
You 're Olcay .l 
., 
First Baptist in·_:: _, 
Dewitt Park 
11 A.M. -~ 
for the night, with victories in 
· the 1000 and 500 Free, and a 
second -behind Mike Marino in 
the 200 Fly. Scott Handler 
captured the other 2 wins with 
firsts in both the I and 3 meter 
Diving. Connie Markert added a 
pair of thirds to back Handler 
up. 
Craig Ross added a second 
behind Rimbault in the I 000 
Free and a third in the 500, 
swimming his best times to date. 
Dave Williams added a second in 
the 200 Free and helped l.C'. 
take the final relay. Peter Dodge 
took third in the200 l.M., and 
second in the 200 Breast with 
his best times to date. Co-capt. 
Jay McGinley up against some 
still stiff competition in the 50 
and I 00 Free. took two thirds. 
Marino added a third in the 200 
Fly, and Dave Sherman took 
third in the 200 Back. 
Jim Stahl topped off the night 
back in the locker room after 
the meet by forgctting his loi:ker 
combination. The team. which 
had entrusted most of lhl·1r 
valuables to their co-h:atler. g1e·w 
rather impatient. Finally C'o11111c: 
Markert "dove·· 111 to handle- Lhe• 
situation by hrl·aking Stahl', 
lock. anti thus hl'L'<lllling the· 
second l.C ~wimm..:r t,1 hri:.11,. 
S O Ill e-t h I 11 g t h a t 11 I l_! h l . 
Afterward,; when J~l-.ed 1f he• 
(Stahl) had any1l11ng to ,.1y l<ll 
himself. Jimmy 1e•ph..:d. "('o,1L·h 
wanted our valu,1hlc, to he· ,.,t'e• 
and they were .. 
Lock Ha\'en 
"Evcryhody ,;wa111 wc:11." 
remarked coal'h Ware. aftl'r 
watching his team amas~ a hlll,!l' 
lead and coast t'o an l':IS}' h-l-4X 
victory over Lock I lav..:n. "i he 
improved tinh!s turned 111 hy 
these guys made things e.1~y ... 
Pattersons 
Mobil 
Service Station 
E. Buffalo & 
N. Aurora Sts. 
All types of 
Repairs 
·NYS 
INSPECTION 
TATI N 
V alentin,e1 Gifts Ga/ore 
,. · at 
...-
Brooks 
Pharmacy 
(de St. 
Russell Stover 
Candies 
-'!~~e fragrances by 
Guerlain 
Patou 
Chanel 
c_all ·. · .. '. Nina Ricci 
272-334i ·.··:· ~- many more 
,;' .. for free'./4:eltveries 
remarked coach Ware, "It gave 
everyone a chance to swim later 
in the meet." 
It was Craig Ross's day, 
stroking to victory in both the 
1000 and 500 Free. "He shaved 
20 more seconds off his; best 
previous performance in~he 
1000, and als<;> posted his best 
500 time to date," remarked 
coach Ware. Ross' performance 
gave Bud Rimbault a chance to 
take home a victory in the 200 
Free. and chase Marino for first 
in the 200 Fly. Marino's time 
was a mere 4/ IO of a second off 
the present school record set by 
Wayne Kaler, a '67 graduate. 
·oavc W1ll1,1111s 
caplur..:d hi, pr<:mierc 
victory in I he 200 Bacl,. w1lh 111~ 
best time yet 111 that l'Vl'lll. Dave 
Shl·rman look Sl'l'<lllll hl'hind 
W1llia111s with hi~ hl·,t 11111e to 
date. St,1hl won thl' 200 I ~I.. 
,llld la} Md;inlcy tool,. the· 50 
he'l' 111 ,I mee·t that ,.1w llhae,t 
,we·e•p lhre'l' e'\'e'llh ,tlld l·aplltrL' 
111,1 place' Ill ,tll hul 3 lll the· 
Ill di\ tdll,il e'\'l'llh I he·~ ope'lll'd 
\\'llh ,I \ll'[<ll~ Ill lh,• \fc-dlc~ 
1l'ia~ 
l'e'lL'I l><>dl,!L' 1,,t.1kd h potnh 
\\1th(\\" 'l'L'lllld, Ill lh,· 200 I \1. 
.111d 200 llre·,1,( l),,dge· ,\1,1111 111, 
he•,( llllll' e'\e'I Ill holh l'\e'lll' 
I 1",h ,pri11t,·1 ',(l'\L' I e·111111g,·1 
la pl ll r e·d ,e'e'lllld 111 I h,· I 1)1) I re'L'. 
l'l'le' I dl'lm.11111 L·,1111,· 111 1l11rd 
he·l1111d I e•1t11ng,·1 \\ h,1 ,tl"i t,u,I,. 
thi1d Ill the• 51l l le'e', I h,· dl\11lg 
dull ,11' Cll11111,· \1.11\..e·rt .111<1 
\col I ll,111d k1 pl.tce·,I ,e'l'<>lld ,111d 
l h 11 d. re', p e' l' t I h'I ~ . .1 nd l>.1\ L' 
\\'rlh.1111- .1d,kd a ll111d hd1111d 
1l11d 1{1111hault 111 th,· 21lll I 1,·,·. 
Lall' Scorl': Hoharl 57 
l1ha1·a 56 
. , 
Most spectator sports owe 
their popularity to television. 
Television, without a doubt, is 
the most influential, 
span taneous, and powerful 
means of communication 
devised by man. Its ability to 
reach mill ions of households 
simultaneously is mvaluable to 
anyone who wants to sell 
something. And of course sports 
promoters want to sell their 
products as well. 
One way of building interest 
The NHL in recent years has 
enjoyed unprecedented 
popularity. One reason for this is 
that national television has 
introduced the game to more 
people. Take the NHL move into 
Atlanta this year as an example. 
Could the move have been 
feasible without their telecast 
every Sunday? Hardly. Take 
continued on next page 
Cornell Concert 
Commi'ssion presents 
THE BYRDS 
with 
Seatrain and Orphan 
Saturday February .10 
C Barton Hall, 8:30pm 
tickets: $3.00 comell students 
advance 
$4 all others at 3 c. unions, 
Mayers , Egbert 
Manufacturer's closeout 
items from our regular stocks and holiday lines 
aU first quality items 
Brand name sweaters & 
sweater vests 
reg_ 12.00 In 16.00 7.90 
Sweaters and swc.1ter vest~ for the popular layered look 
Assorted styles and .:olors in sizes S,M.L. 
Print shirts by Tami 
reg. 1:2 _oo 7 90 
• 
. 100% nylon shirts in assorted styles and 
number of prints and colors Sizes 6 to 16. 
Slacks by R.T. Jr. 
reg. 14.00 to 17 .00 9 • 90 
Slacks for juniors in assorted styles fabrics and colors_ 
Sizes 5 to 13. 
SPORT/:iWEA,R, 
SECOND FLOOR. 
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'tt · .. ··. : . _:·.~,,-,:~~:~\r :'t '~~iis "iftel~vises. It calls its own 
con '"'"!:fro.."1/!~-L --:'.!:','r-:::: '.''\tuneout~, ;sets. starting times for 
away the televisioir.'giiin~{iiit'<f;t'bei games; and has even been known 
folks down Soutlt" 'Yit>iilif ~iirdly . · .to change the dates of college 
have shown~ 'inte~~s't".iii/Slich·a .·. football g~mes (the 1969 
northern game as-hockey;_;_',. . .· ·-Texas-Arkansas for example) to 
"' ... :· ·-,-:··· - "':~~~'l!'.",l·;\'O~--.:-;:,:~~~t '~:·. -- ~'I-,··:--·,-· .. ,.. .. __ ,,..-'",'-~",•, --, .... *if 
AC. u) To. u. ~-~->~ .~\~--N,\f.1:~;- ---·: .. ~ .. ::·~:~--~·~-~,---2;~~~i 
• ~ .' • • •~ .... ' ~~· •~~·-:,:'.·:,.• ::• • .~" ~• :•=:• ::IJE\ ~:;,~.i .zf'~p"., 
The NBA:. o\iiis .-a.-· toi · .to . fit its schedule. 
television as w~ll:lts ·tremendous'. . Does any sport consider itself 
rise in popul~rity::of latei~eems' _popular enough to refuse to 
to coincide with.tht'ince1ition of buckle down to TV'? Probably 
the NBA Game (?f the We'~.ic~-The·. not., College football certainly 
league has· advanced so: much. doesn't. Considex: the following. 
that it now.- has·: the luxury· of· All three networks professional 
having its All~Sta~.-'.game televised. football contracts expire after 
in prime-time television. A very the next season. So.does ABC's 
neat trick. . · · arrangement for the telecast of 
Other sports.··that America- · 'college football. The NCAA is 
begins to· popularize rush plenty worried about this state 
quickly to. television to help of affairs. It fears that college 
hurry along. the issue. Tem;i.is, a football will be lost in the 
sport which seemingly is shuffle when the networks start 
enjoying a craze in this country, bidding for television rights. 
has worked its way onto What worries them most is that 
television. In a few short weeks a ABC has already informed them 
weekly World Championship that they will bid no more than 
Ten 11 is match will be shown 13 .5 million dollars for these 
weekly. Meanwhile CBS has righfs (last time it bid 13 
instituted its own tennis classic. million.). 
The World Hockey This information has the 
Association is fighting for its life NCAA bigwigs worried. Rumors 
against NHL. In order to are flying that a college football 
popularize the league,WHA brass playoff will be instituted in 
decided on a certain course of order to raise the going price for 
act10n. You guessed it-television. these games. Apparently they're 
They, too, believe that there's concerned about television 
no better way to sell your exposure. 
proc!uct · than to do it coast to It all adds up to this; in order 
coast. to be popular you have to find 
Because of sport's dependence some way to make yourself 
on it for their well-being, popular. Television does that for 
television ha-;; the enviable power sports. Remember big video tube 
of being able to control the is watching. 
Yehuda Michel Ben-Tzvi 
Ithaca College students 
recently competed in the 
qualifying rounds for the State 
Recreation Tournaments. 
Competition was held in Men 
and Women's Bowling, Chess 
Table Tennis and Billiards. 
Students who qualified in their 
various specialties will go to the · 
State Tournament February 
8-10 at Albany State. 
In the past Ithaca College 
bowling teams have placed high 
in the state competition. The 
women's team this year expects 
to keep this tradition alive. 
Comprised of Mimi Lucey, 
Debbie Vialet, Peggy Nein, Steffi 
Fuchs, and Betsy Hoffman. the 
women's team will give the field 
a run for the top spot. 
Men's Bowling has not fared 
as well in recent years, but this 
year's team can place. Dan 
Ferris, Mike Goldberg, Alan 
Hartman, Fred Bush and Steve 
Acuto make up a team that has 
one of the higher team averages 
in recent years. 
Ithaca College will also be 
represented in Table Tennis, 
both singles and doubles. 
Mitchell Gelber and and David 
Patten won the college doubles 
tournament and will be facing 
stiff competition at the state 
level. Singles ping~pong was won 
BATTERY HEADQUARTERS OF ITHACA 
COMPLETE STOCK OF EXIDE BATTERIES 
AMERICAN CARS .. COMMERCIAL - FOREIGN CARS - TRUCK 
TRACTOR- DIISR - MARINE- SNOWMOBILE 
CHIEFS VS. BOMBERS 
Thursday Feb. 8 
8 P.M. 
BARTON HILL-
s2 for all students 
$4 for all no·n-students 
tickets: willanl straight hall, mayers 
at the door , ·' 
lay mail: wil~tl iiraight hall ticket· office. · 
... , ....... ..., .... ,.: . 
WILLARD _s,111,11 HALt.· 
her-e by Ed ,Kel,lem)an,· who ... ~~ege·ch~Pi'?nsbh(foi.;a_f~·:\/ 
SUCCessfully:@fend~d-bis college "$el;QJl(hline":'. ~-. :· -I' ."·" •. ,. I •-,,<_';--_ ~f, 
title of a "year ago. This will be . : '-.:.r : · .. , : ,·- : :: '-: . -·:.,, =;·=-Jt.~~-~ ·'t 
K ll · , t'":-d t . h :Otb!'!' tournam~· being.Jawl:::r~ ,,. e ennan S ILLL np tO t , C 3t~~,8Df ~late lpC)Ud~ Wom---·a:·r -'~ /~ ' 
state tournament and his b"ll_ ... d , . d.. • ~ .. ·ancr·· ,• ,• 
experience should improve his b1,,d.1 1J.r 8 Dan tpmg-ponl g,k - f · ,; 
st nd· g n ge. ue o a ac o 
aF m ·the th' d co t· participants, Ithaca College will 
or ir . nsecu 1ve :b · 
year, .Jeffrey Shapiro will :r~~: ·. e reprt;5ented m these 
represent J.C. in pocket billiards. 
In past years Shapiro has gotten 
a poor draw in the first round, 
losing to eventual finalists. 
The last event that J.C. will be 
represented in is chess. 
Representing the college will be 
John Rosinus and Gary Reing. 
For Rosinus, a freshman, this 
_?,'ill be ~i~ first·tournamen_~. T!iis 
year is Reing's third s t a t e . 
tournament in chess, having won 
. . 
_Ov;e-rall, Ithaca College is 
fi ~ l_cfi ng better and more 
exper_ienced teams. J.C. has not 
taken .a first since Michelle Block 
won· ·the state individual 
women's bowling competition 
and .went on to win the 
natiori_als. This could be I.C.'s 
year to bring back a first place 
trophy in almost all of the areas 
they are competing in. 
T h e R u n ·ll r o u n d 
ATTBNTION 
"The Finger Lakes Runners 
Club will hold its February meet 
of the 73' season on Sunday the 
11th, starting time at 2:30 at the 
indoor track, Barton Hall, 
Cornell University. Registration 
opens at 2:00. Events are 
arranged according to ability and 
are scheduled for the 'Run For 
Your Life ' group who run 
mainly for health and fitness 
and the competition group wh~ 
run for what competition offers 
them. Distances run are ½ mile, 
1 mile, 2 mile, and 3 mile. The 
meet schedule will continue on 
the second Sunday of each 
m on th. The purpose of this 
program is to promote fitness 
for anyone interested in runnin . 
The meets alone cannot make a 
significant change in ones 
physical condition but it is 
hoped that they will stimulate 
and· motivate individuals- to 
conduct ones own personal 
conditioning program. The 
program is based upon the 
principle that vigorous regular 
exercise improves health, 
prevents heart diseases, decreases 
weigh_t, increases life span, 
improves stamina and generally 
makes one fee better. Anyone 
interested regardless of age, sex 
or ability is welcome to 
participate." 
Thank-you-Keep smilin and 
Keep Fit. 
Bob Congdon 
273-8594 
~~ PIRRO'S [QJ[~~~ 
PIZZA 
YOU RING-
:we BRING 
272-1950 
FREE DELIVERY 
on ·orders of $_20 .. 00 
or more 
Piclc. up- your &·eautiful -
Valentine's Day cards-
'for that special someone' 
: .· 
"'f hen you care enough to :,send the very best 
::. 
Crown Crttd, 
•ti3 c~11~, ... ---A, •. 
,J 
"The fine", no; it's not a tree, 
's a tavern' where many local 
okels can be uncovered. You 
n always find Bob Dougherty 
e owner, sitting under one of 
is kegs adtniring his seventeen 
ear old tap spit beer. Randy 
Staple" Shayler is another 
gular at the Pine who usually 
ceps his hands in Bob's till. 
obert "Chink" Calgano usually 
orks behind the bar charging 
•cryone for two drinks when 
cy have only ordered one. 
(Jen there's Big Otto, who 
·erybody mistakes for a keg. I 
member one time, Malcolm 
cClaren tried a Budweiser tap 
Otto's ear. There are many 
ore Ithacans I haven't 
cntioned that frequent "The 
ne" and I'm sorry there is not 
ough room to write a pleasent 
ord about all of them. I would 
·c to say, however, that the 
inc" is really a nice place to 
JOY your beverage. 
Since I'm on the subject of 
verns, The Someplace Else 
a I c rn Tornedoes mutilated 
d butchered the the Phi Sigma 
appa Faternity from Cornell, 
J -30. It was a good game where 
vo kegs were consumed at 
·hoellkoph Field, as the turf 
a, being mauled. The 
ornedoes had a full staff of 
haca College Alumni and 
1dcrgr3iduates. Such players as 
Crazy Joe Taber, Twinkle Toes 
Tackaberry, Chicken Chicalello, 
Hugo Marian Landis, Red Devil 
Quinones, Alex Spanky, Tom 
Tom Winiwitz, The Giant Whale 
Wise, Married Fubar and yours 
truly Genghis Robert Kahn, all 
of which graced the Big Red 
Stadium ip the first annual 
Toilet Bowl. 
I ts been brought to my 
my attention, that the women in 
the Ithacan Sports Scene are 
disturbed that there aren't 
enough women's articles in the 
Sports section of the Ithacan. 
LADIES! I have always printed 
women News and stories when 
they have been submitted, 
however, there are very few 
events reported to me. So in the 
future, if you do think there is 
an article that you would like to 
sec printed, please bring it in 
typed to the West Tower ground 
floor and slip it under the 
Ithacan do.lr. I can t promise 1t 
will be printed imme<liatdy hut 
I will give it as much 
consideration as any other 
article submitted. 
God ble~s I.C.'s l\len and 
Womens Basketball tL'.IlllS. 
Volleyball team,. 1-lockcy team. 
wrestling team. Sw1111111111!! 
teams. Gymnastic team :rnd .ill 
those in<liv1d ual~ tha l p,1rt 1c·1 p.11 c 
in the M.I.A.A. and W.I.A.A. 
"YOUR PROTECTION. OUR PROFESSION" 
BROKERS 
Rohen S. Boot hrovcl 
Robert L. Boot hroycl Class or'(,()' 
I kmy G. Kcy~er ---- Class of ·s2· 
William Flynn -·----
--- C.L.U. 
~OBERT S. BOOTHROYD 
AGENCY, INC. 
INSURANCE 
"We Welcome Ymir /11q11iry" 
.112 East Se11eca. Ithaca. N. Y. 
·i\ Ta~e Time Out For TIie Dugout 
1. FRIDAY : Happy Hour 3-6 
~DINNER AT.THE DUGOUT_;S-8 
;his we~~ fe~t~rin~ LASAGNA 
., ALL~You CAN EAT-$~·~50 
(Jncludes salad ~nd gariic ·bread ) 
f~ 3. MONDAY NITE :·. 
i; 
:j i . \Y' arm-up at the Dugout-
c ~· 
1 
,.·,-~to' BottI'~d.: b~~-3/$1.00 -
~ l d'\; 
; Hi~~alls\.4()c··.; __ 
::~. 4. Coiiid ybu' :believe: 
·i~~ll;A:No~·:AT". tli1t~riUGOtJT? 
. 
. - - .. - . 
J. -~.H••, ... • ' • • 0,. • ~ ' 
f't- ._., .~ .. ,, ':f r•f' ........ •,T ' • .._ 
MIAA News 
. ; ~ 
. Th!'lJthacan, February 8, 1·973··Page·l5··"•'" .... 
The wint'er progra·m 'is· m'oving 
along smoothly. To hav~ enough 
time for a successful completion 
of the three sports now in 
progress, most of the individual 
participation programs have 
been moved back until after 
vacation. 
B.Ball Scoring Leaders 
All Star-Bruce Bohlander-Nads 
24. ' 
Pro-Dan Ferris-Polish Nation 19 
·s --e m i · P r o - T o' m 
Sm~lldine-Cowboys, 34 
BASKETBALL ST AN DINGS 
All Star 
Team w 
OEK 4 
Revenge 3 
A.L.S. 2 
Nads 2 
Last Time Around 2 
Unhinged and Doorless I 
Herd I 
N.C. Terrors I 
Pro-West 
The Zip 3 
Landon 2 
Polish Nation 2 
Talcott Tods 2 
The Fifth 2 
I 
0 
I 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
3 
2 
2 
2 
Outcasts 
Pro-East 
Team 
H.H.H. Revisited 
Bad M 
Silver Tongued 
Devils 
Silver Tongued Devils 
One Step Beyond 
Knicks 
Un U Ujuma 
Diseased Possessed 
Delta Kappa 
Semi-Pro 
Willy and the Boys 
Gang 
Prospect Manor 
Trix-R-4-Kids 
BAMF 
Space Cowboys 
Turkeys 
Holmes Hawks 
College 
Team 
Varnaville CC 
Tatkoites 
Country Bums 
R.C.H. 
Prospect Manor I 
Golden Jocks 
Pi Lam A 
Teen Queens 
I 2 
wl 
5 0 
4 I 
4 I 
4 I 
3 I 
2 3 
0 4 
0 4 
0 4 
5 0 
4 I 
3 2 
3 2 
2 3 
2 3 
I 4 
0 5 
wl 
3 I 
3 I 
3 l 
2 I 
2 I 
3 2 
I 3 
0 3 
ONLY ON MONDAYS 
~ Prime !ibs of M 
Volley Ball Standings 
National 
Team 
Spikers 
DEM Bears 
Bad Mothers 
BAMF 
R.C.H. 
Hawaii-0 
Zeros 
El Vatos 
American 
tea i:n 
The Wizard 
Dearded Clams 
Eddies Bears 
Zip 
Mad Turkeys 
Mavens 
Secret Squirrel 
Hummers 
Team 13 
Golden Jocks 
Co-ed Volleyball 
Team 
House Mothers 
Bearded Clams 
The Dudes and the Chicks 
The Blue Jets 
Hangovers 
The Plow Drivers 
E.T.G. 
Spike Wells 
The Hot Rats 
I.B.T.C. 
All the Champagna you ca.n 4rink 
' Steak ~ Grape 6.95 
ONLY ON TUESDAYS 
Generous 1 lb. Sirloin Stea.k 
,J ~ All the Sparkling hrgun!y you can wk ~ 
·--
·1', 
~ 
~ 
leef &Ale us ~ ONLY ON WEDNESDAYS ~ Prime !ibs of :Beef All the lm.ught :Beer or Ale you can drink 
Sttak&Bpirtts 6.95 
' 
. ONLY ON THURSDAYS 
Gmerou l lb. Sirim Stelk 
All the Drinks Y9U can drink with Diuar· 
Elmira Road, Ithaca, N.Y. Res.: 272-6484 
wl 
4 0 
3 0 
3 0 
2 I 
I 3 
0 3 
0 3 
0 3 
wl 
4 0 
4 0 
2 0 
2 2 
2 2 
2 2 
I 2 
0 3 
0 3 
wl 
6 0 
5 I 
5 I 
4 2 
4 2 
2 4 
2 4 
I 5 
0 5 l 
0 51 
,. 
·- --
' ::, 
, I 
"- ... 
~-
~-
\ I~ 
-~-
.l'h.~_-ll~~cm, FebnwyS·, __ 1973 Pase 16 
Mootrnl 
N.Y. ftanlen 
. llosloD 
·_ Buflalo 
Detroit 
Torooio-
Vancouver 
N. V. lslanclnS 
~lf.°Ci~hia 
Minnesota 
Atlanta 
St Louis 
Pittsllurgh 
Los An&eles 
Cahlom1a 
- .. , '.:_ 
=-· .' ·::.,·· 
W 1. T PIii GI' GA 
M 7 12 80 DI .JIJ 
311 II t 'Ill 21! llll 
31 II 5 17 220 IIS'-' 
:?'7 17 ' ~ IA . ·I• 
:?'7 19 61 m IM 
17 28 1 41 ~ 180 
15 ss , ff 151 m 
7 t3 5 19 113 •• ZID 
West 
30 17 6 66 ~ 155 
:1 21 9 57 lli I~ 
23 21 I 54 I~ 154 
21 21 a ~ 1a 151 
:1 %2 10 ~ 157 IM 
:: 28 6 ~ Ill 160 
:1 28 1 49 163 181 
9 32 12 30 118 22G 
Athletes_ of the Week 
... Seniors ·Bud Rimbault of 
Madison, N.J. and Dave 
Hollowell of Canisteo have been 
selected as the Ithaca College 
"Athletes of the Week" .. 
Rimbault recorded three firsts 
and two seconds, last week, as 
Ithaca's swimming team 
defeated Cortland and Lock 
Haven to even its seasonal record 
at 4-4_ Rimbault's 21 points gave 
him 75 for the season, and put 
him third on the school's all 
time Ithaca ·scoring list with 289 
points. During his spreE;Rimbault 
produced victories fn the l 000, 
500 and 200 freestyle, and took 
a pair of seconds in the 200 fly. 
then came back to tally 2 
points and 14 rebounds durin 
an 85-76 win over RIT. The 4 
points gave Hollowell 1024 fo. 
his career, and brought hi 
within 214 of the school's thre 
y ear career scoring record o 
1238. The 6-3 forward will hav 
to average 21.4 points a game· 
his last ten starts· to tie th 
record. 
Rimbault is the son of M 
Emile Rimbault, Jr. of 10 ·N 
Avenue in Madison, and is 
1 ~,69 graduate of Pingry Schoo 
Bobby Driscol helps polish off the Ithaca victory over IU.T. 
Ho Howell scored 20 points 
and totaled nine rebounds as 
Ithaca's basketball team beat 
('0rtland. 88-63 b~t week. and 
. 1iollowell is the son of M 
Stanley Gay of 32 E. Main stree 
in Canisteo and Mr. J.o 
Hollowell of Eloy, Arizona, an 
is a 1969 graduate of Caniste 
Central. 
hmulcrafls • :,lifls 
128 East Seneca Street - Ithaca, N. Y. - 272-8641 
SP-ECIALS 
MONDAY 
ALL THE 
CHICKEN 
YOU CAN.EAT 
s220 
TUESDAY 
ALL THE 
FISH 
YOU CAN EAT 
s 1so 
Good food, family prices, children welcome 
SEE THE 
NEW 
OLLEGE SMOKE 
. ,. ., . 
P ANDED STORE 
7Jipes.' 
We Hf/ve The 
Pipe Of Your 
Dref/msl Or 
Mf/y/Je You Are 
Thin/ting Of 
Stf/rting. · 
Come Tf/1/t. To Us 
And We Will Get 
. -
SALE! 
During The Month Of 
February , A Different-
Sale Item Every Day · 
·Games! Chess Sets.! 
Candles! Scented--, 
Fancy And Plain! 
Houseware Items! 
You Started Right! Yarns! 
Coffees, Teas, 
G.ourmet Cheeses, 
A:rtd Peanut Butter 
Made On 
The Premises!· 
Headgear[. 
Virtually · 
Everything 
That Would 
Tick~e Your Fane~ 
And A Large Selection. Of Cigars And Tobaccos·-:._, 
· Includipg Our Own Blends Made With Our -> 
.. . Top Grade Blendi~g Tobacco~! _ -· .: ·-{-
. ' 
• ,J ~-, 
-:,,.,. .. ' • ' '.' I~,-: ' '' ·, ' ~~'' 
